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So many people come and go, leaving no record of the times in which they have lived. I hope this 
story will be found interesting and the reader will derive pleasure from it. Although my story is 
not illustrated, a great many of the items mentioned will be found in any good Farm Museum, 
and a visit to one of these will prove rewarding to many. 
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OUR HERITAGE ON THE HILLS 

Since time began man has tilled the soil to provide food for mankind, and in this day and age it 
is easy to forget that life hasn’t always been the way it is now, the main development of the life 
we know today has happened in the last fifty years. 

And so our story begins here in the village of Buckland St. Mary on the Blackdown Hills in 
Somerset. Around us are the Towns of Chard, Ilminster, Taunton and Wellington, but it is 
Taunton with its cattle market that is used the most. 

Lanes Farm is typical of the farms in this area with an altitude of six to nine hundred feet above 
sea level, a high rainfall and the ability to grow good crops of grass. In the past most farms grew 
cereal crops, root crops and kale, but now these are almost non-existent, instead there are Dairy 
herds, beef, young stock and sheep fed on grass and silage with very little hay being made. The 
area around here has a quiet rural setting and its people in general are good workers, and are 
always willing to help in times of trouble. Buckland over the years has been a happy place where 
the farming community have worked together and battled with the weather, and all the other 
troubles that have beset them. 

Over the last fifty years or so there has been a tremendous transformation from the world of 
horses and horse implements to the latest tractors and equipment of today. This hasn’t happened 
all at once of course, but modern technology over the last fifty years has been constantly 
improving all the time, with new equipment, new methods and much easier working conditions. 

But perhaps we should look back to the time when there were no implements to use at all, and 
everything had to be done by hand. 

We look back to our ancestors who provided so many things we take for granted today, houses, 
walls, hedges, trees and drainage systems, all of which had to be done by the sweat of their brow 
with little in the way of mechanical aid. Perhaps we forget as we walk around the farm, that this 
land has been trod by others before us for hundreds and perhaps thousands of years. We are the 
present occupiers of the land, and it is our duty to maintain, develop and hand on the good earth 
to the next generation in good heart, so that after a period of time when they have grown older 
they will do the same for those that follow them. 

This is the chain of life that has existed all the way back to when life began, a constant 
regeneration which is not just confined to the human species. Everything that lives, whether 
animal, plant or tree has ancestors going all the way back to the beginning of time. This is 
evolution, we will not be here for ever but just the present custodians of the countryside. 

What we do now will affect future generations, will our high use of fertilizers, the use of sprays 
and chemicals of all kinds be proved a wrong practice in years to come ? We will have to leave it 
to the scientist to answer_ that, but one thing is certain, as long as life exists on earth food will be 
needed and it will be the farmer that will provide it. 
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The world we know is made up of three main elements, land, sea and sky, all these in one way or 
another are being abused and polluted. 

Modern life may seem alright but it has brought many problems with it, we are always hearing 
about the pollution of rivers and streams, nitrate levels, about the discharge of chemical waste in 
Europe, which flows into the North sea, and creates havoc with life in the sea. We hear about the 
effect of gas and fumes from the earth that upsets the ozone layer, but we need the ozone layer to 
protect us from the rays of the sun, we need clean air to breathe, and it is no consolation to us at 
all when someone somewhere has a nuclear accident. 

Many countries do not know what to do with all their chemical and nuclear waste, and all the 
plastic containers and wrappings that have become so much a part of our lives. No doubt matters 
will get worse, but the question is, are we going to hand on the world to future generations in a 
good heart, or will it just be a rubbish dump? 

However, the object of writing this story is not about the present but about the past. any years 
ago our ancestors created the countryside as we know it today, they built hedges, walls, houses, 
buildings and planted trees. 

I have heard that much of this area on the hills was covered in forest, if this is true then the land 
would have to be cleared, levelled and drained, and hedges provided to create the enclosures of 
land we know today as fields. 

There can be no doubt that the hedges were pick and shovel work, with perhaps the aid of a 
horse and some kind of conveyance. The thing I find baffling is where the soil and stones came 
from, the amount of soil and stones used was fairly substantial to produce banks of this size, and 
there are few visible signs of where this was dug. It is true that soil depth tends to be less on the 
outside of fields, but if we were now faced with building a similar hedge across a field, how 
would we set about finding the material? Then there is the vegetation growing on the top, all the 
beech, oak, ash, hazel and brambles etc., they obviously wouldn’t all be produced by natural 
processes and were probably grown and planted in. This is a mystery we aren’t likely to solve, but 
there can be no doubt that a lot of hard work over a long period of time was involved in their 
creation. 

litany of the drains in this area are what we call ‘stone drains’, a trench was dug by hand and this 
was filled with stones and earthed over. In recent years some of these have given trouble, over the 
years they have become silted up, but there is no-doubt this simple method of drainage worked 
and did so for many years, it was simple, cheap and effective. 

The other type of drain involved digging a trench and building low walls on the outside of it, 
then covering the top with large flat stones and earthing them over leaving a fair sized channel for 
water to go through, and providing that the topping stones remained in place, this was an 
excellent method of draining land or taking small streams underground across a field. 
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Trees of the hard wood type that we have in this part of the world take a long time to grow to 
any size , and for sure the people that planted the trees we see today have long since gone, no 
doubt some of these came into being by natural process but many would have been planted. 

Many farmers feel today that fields are too small and they have removed hedges to create larger 
areas, but really when the field boundaries were decided times were very different, they didn’t 
have large tractors or large herds of cows, their methods were extensive not intensive. 

I have heard the same complaint about farmhouses, why are they so large, the answer is the same, 
they were built to suit the needs of the times, families on the whole were larger and they also had 
to provide accommodation for any workers that would be living in. 

Most of the farmhouses around here were built a long time ago, and they were built to last, 
strong and durable. The walls were built of flint which was probably gathered from the land 
around, and of course there is no shortage of stone on the hills. They were built thick, our own 
farmhouse has walls well over two feet across and the stones were bonded by a lime and sand 
mixture which seemed to be the building material used at the time. The roof was originally of 
thatch as probably most others were, but in the middle twenties the old roof was stripped off, the 
walls raised, and a new slate roof was put on. 

In the absence of much in the way of transport materials used would need to be near at hand, 
and timber and thatch would be the obvious choice for a roof, the timber could be found either 
on the farm or nearby and the reed for thatching could be grown. In several parts of the house 
are large oak beams. and one wonders how the builders handled them, they would be very heavy 
to lift and there would nave been no large cranes about then, they could have used pulley blocks 
of course. Over the years there have been changes, the old dairy is now a bathroom and part of a 
sitting room, the baker’s oven has been built in, as was the old chimney corner when this area 
became unsafe because of a cracked beam, these items will be explained later. 

The main outbuildings are the same, built with thick walls, and set to last for a good many years 
to come. One of these housed the cider making equipment, the cider press, the apple mill and all 
the other things that were used. Another is the wagon house, which is used as an implement shed 
as it has been for many years, and above it is the granary wnere the grain was stored. On the 
outside is a set of stone steps leading up to the wooden floor, and in the middle of it is a 
removable trap door with a hand operated winch above which used to draw up sacks of grain 
from the wagon house below. 

Then there is the old stable where the horses used to be kept, and on the wall were large wooden 
pegs to hang the harness on and a loft above to fill with hay so that they had their own food 
supply near at hand. 

There have been many changes over the years, but the building is still here, part of the life that 
used to be. 
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If we go back in time, there had to be a situation where life was very primitive when compared 
with today’s standards, a time when everything had to done by hand with hand tools. I suppose 
one of the first things to be produced would be a cart of some kind or other to carry things 
around, the horse must have been the servant of man very early on in the history of farming. 

My father heard in his young days of a time previously when a gang of men went around cutting 
fields of grass with scythes. They worked one behind the other and would have cut a fair breadth 
of land each time they went across the field, this was of course before the reciprocating knife 
mower came on the scene. They also cut fields of corn in the same way, and of course the crop 
would have to be gathered up into sheaves by someone else and tied up. 

They were tied by a bind, this was a few stems of the crop put around the loose sheaf and twisted 
up, and then tucked inm this proved to be a very satisfactory way of tying the sheaf, it was rare 
for it to come undone. 

However the time came when the reaper, or trapper as it was known locally came on the scene, it 
cut the corn, collected it into sheaves and left them on the ground untied, as yet there was no 
tying mechanism. No doubt farmers thought at the time that the reaper was the latest thing and 
saved a lot of hard labour, but of course it didn’t tie the sheaf. 

After a time the binder was developed, it did the same work more or less, but the difference was 
it tied the sheaf and left it on the ground ready to be stooked. 

I would imagine it was the mower and the reaper that started the move away from hand tools, 
and each must have been a good help, but there was a need for other things, something to turn 
the swath, and row it up when it was dry. And it was in the early part of this century that many 
horse machines were developed, the swath turner that turned over the swaths of grass, the side 
rake that put two rows into one, the hay kicker that was the first tedder, and the horse rake that 
gathered the hay into large rows ready to be pitched with forks on to the wagon. New wagons 
and putts were built, a few stationery engines started to show themselves, and of course there was 
steam power, the old traction engines we still see at Yesterdays Farming events, but there was still 
a lot of work to be done by hand and much of this went on into the thirties and beyond. 

Many years ago my father told me about life and conditions in his young day. The school leaving 
age at that time was thirteen, at which age young people were expected to earn their keep, and in 
1914 he went to live with an uncle at Bridgwater. He had been unfortunate enough to lose his 
father at the age of two, after a ploughing accident when his father had been hit in the stomach 
by the handle of a horse plough when it hit a rock. 

He had two brothers and a sister, and after a while his mother remarried and had a second 
family, and as each of the first family left school they had to go out in the world and earn their 
keep. And so at the early age of thirteen he went to live with his uncle, conditions were far from 
ideal, he was kept at work from morning to night and short of food. When he couldn’t stand it 
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any longer, he wrote to his mother and pleaded that she would take him away and find another 
job for him. 

And so he came back to Buckland and lived at the next farm to this with another uncle, where he 
enjoyed much better conditions. 

My mother already lived in the parish and was the daughter of a farmer at Blindmoor, she was 
one of twelve children and after leaving school went into domestic service at another farm not far 
from here, and lived in. 

Most people lived and worked in the parish, there was little in the way of transport and they had 
no option but to walk or ride a bicycle, most boys worked on farms while the girls went into 
domestic service. The pay was very poor, it was a matter of taking just a few shillings a week in 
addition to their keep, and it must have taken them as long to save enough to buy a bicycle then, 
as it does a car now. 

Buncland at that time was a community in itself, it had a Church, village school, public house 
and the post office and village shop. It had its own village policeman, and also in the parish were 
various craftsmen ready to give their services when needed. There was Jim Board, the carpenter 
who lived at Birchwood, George (or Fred) Durman the builder who lived at Beeches Farm, both 
renowned for their craftmanship, there was a baker and a butcher in the area, and a boot and 
shoe mender at Bishopswood by the name of Alfie Vincent, almost any service needed by the 
population was here, within walking or cycling distance. 

The children walked to school, usually with others going the same way, they received all their 
education in their own parish and left at the age of thirteen. Discipline was strict, and the cane 
was used without hesitation in cases of serious misbehaviour. 

Most people at that time went to Church, once or even twice every Sunday, whether they were 
any more religious for it I wouldn’t like to say, but it was a meeting place where after the service 
they could meet and talk with their friends and neighbours, and pick up the latest gossip. The 
employees living in were expected to go at least once on the Sunday, however the younger ones 
didn’t mind going to the evening service, it was also a meeting place for them. 

This was where a young man seeked out his loved one, and his future marriage parther. There was 
no cushy car to take tier around in, and so it was a matter of going for a walk in the country 
lanes, no doubt holding hands, or having a cuddle in some draughty gate way or other. 

According to my father, the roads at that time were rough, more or less just stones that had been 
rolled in, and even in my own childhood I can remember seeing a council worker sitting by the 
roadside cracking a heap of stones, these had to be broken small enough for their purpose which 
was to repair the potholes in the road. He said that at one time he had just put a new tyre on his 
bicycle, and on the first time out it was cut on a stone and was of no further use, apparently 
damage to tyres was commonplace at this time. 
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The lighting on cycles during this period was by carbide lamps, a quantity of carbide was placed 
in the bottom container and water dripped on to it from a small tank above and created a gas, 
the burner being lit with a match after opening the front glass. All went well as long as the 
carbide didn’t get spent or if the water ran out, but the carbide lamp did give a very good light. 

With regard to social life there was little, work was to be their joys and sorrows all rolled into 
one, there were however Whist Drives that mainly appealed to the older people and dances were 
held in the assembly rooms over the Lamb and Flag for the younger ones. The music was of Old 
Time dances and it was live with a real band. 

But if they lacked anything in what we call social life today, it was made up in other ways. The 
workforce was much larger and they were part of a team that made their own fun. I have never 
heard how much labour was employed on this farm, but where my father worked there were 
three men employed and at least two servant girls working indoors, this made five employees in 
addition to the farmer and his wife. This was on a farm of about 150 acres, the work was hard 
physically but I have heard that these people were a happy team, and in general life on the hills 
was happy with goodwill between most people. 

The boss was the boss and expected work to be of a good standard, they were fussy, furrows had 
to be ploughed straight, heaps of manure had to be set out neatly, hedges had to be cut and laid 
properly and in general work had to be neat and tidy. 

If a worker failed to satisfy his employer he wouldn’t be kept for long as he very well knew, all his 
employer would have to do would be to give him a week’s notice and that would be it. To my 
knowledge there was no dole money at this time, neither was there any Tribunal that their case 
could be taken to, and so if they lost their jobs they would have no money, as a result workers 
that valued their jobs worked well and to a good standard. 

The farmer could afford to be fussy, if an employee was sacked or left of his own accord a 
replacement would soon be found, there were plenty of men looking for work. The pay as I 
mentioned earlier was very poor, and it is a pity that in the most basic and natural work on earth 
the farmworker has throughout history been underpaid for his efforts. 

Farming in those days was regarded as an occupation, and it is surprising how self-sufficient they 
were, most of their needs came from the farm itself, food, fuel, timber, posts and rails all came 
from the farm. Only the minimum of their needs came from the world outside, just the things 
they couldn’t produce themselves. 

You may ask why there was a need for several women to be working indoors, this was because the 
ladies had much more work to do than the modern housewife has today, there was butter and 
cheese to make, dusting and cleaning, and flag stones to get on their knees and scrub, they made 
their own bread, wood fires had to be kept going, and in a case where there wasn’t an indoor 
water supply they would have a lot of buckets of water to carry every day. And there was the 
cooking, washing, sewing and mending, besides doing some of the work outside such as feeding 
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poultry and calves etc. Of course they had no modern aids as we have today, everything was done 
by hand and was not easy. 

Some farms in those days were owner occupied, but many were rented with the tenants lacking 
all the security they have today. The tenant farmer was on an annual tenancy and if his farming 
methods didn’t suit his landlord he could be given a year’s notice and he would have to leave. 
The usual reasons for being given notice was bad farming, non payment of rent, and if the owner 
happened to have a son getting married and needed the farm, then the tenant would be ousted to 
make way for him. All he could hope was that he would be able to find another farm not too far 
away and was able to continue in farming. 

This must have been a very distressing experience, a year is not long to deal with this kind of 
situation, and no doubt this is why tenants were given protection many years later by the 
Security of Tenure Act in the 1970s. 

There was one other method of farming that of renting a dairy, a system where a landowner 
rented a small farm to someone complete with milking cows, but this was before my time and 
how well this worked for the tenant is uncertain. 

The farm size in this part of the world ranged from the smallholder with just a few acres to the 
largest with a little over 200 acres. Perhaps in this day and age when farms are constantly getting 
larger with fewer farmers all the time, we should look back to the time when there was a farming 
ladder, a time when a young man started with perhaps 30 acres and after hard work over several 
years was able to move on to a larger farm. Or a farmworker, who had been thrifty and built up a 
little money in the bank could take a smallholding, and after a time could move on. But this 
ladder is now gone, it was a way in and the only people that can farm today are the sons of 
farmers who with a lot of help from their fathers, plus perhaps borrowed money can get a start, 
with the farmworker having no chance at all. 

The labour force involved depended on the size of acreage with the most workers being found on 
the larger farms, but the smallholder was on his own apart from assistance from his wife. He 
couldn’t provide enough income from his few acres alone, and so it was usual to work for 
another farmer by day and get his own work done in the early morning and evening, with his 
wife holding the fort by day, and between the two sources of income managed to scratch a living. 

This worked fairly well but there was the problem of making his hay, he had no horse or 
machinery of his own and so it became the practice to get the farmer he worked for to come and 
do it for him. But this was not without problems, the farmer would make his hay first while he 
had the best of weather conditions, and very often by the time the turn of the poor smallholder 
came the weather had broken up, and he made very poor hay especially in a catchy season. 
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We will now take a look at life and conditions on an average hill country farm in my father’s 
younger days leading on to my own recollections of farming during my childhood. 

Farming was mixed, dairy, beef, root crops and cereals. Take the case of grass for instance, very 
little fertilizer was used and it was mainly left to nature to provide the crop. A farmer was 
prepared to buy X number of tons and this was applied to the fields that needed it most, but 
there was no question of treating all the land as we do at present. The nitrogen type of fertilizer 
found little favour as it was regarded as an agent that pulled the soil, and as a result most of the 
fertilizer used was phosphate and potash. 

Basic slag was popular and was a by-product of the steel industry, being of a dark grey in colour 
and sown in the autumn, it was slow acting and had to make its way into the soil during the 
winter months. The results were good, even in a field where clover hadn’t shown itself before, in 
the following year there was plenty to be seen around. The fertilizer used early in the period was 
mainly of phosphate and potash but as time went along compound fertilizer began to come on 
the market, farmers usually going for the low nitrogen type when these were used. 

The ‘forcing’ type was used as a top dressing on root crops with Sulphate of Ammonia and Nitro 
Chalk being the normal, but in the case of root crops the land would have already had an 
application of farmyard manure and their effect would not be too damaging. 

Lime at least in the latter part of the period was of ground limestone or burnt lime, with burnt 
lime regarded as the best. This was limestone rock that had been heated to a fairly high 
temperature in a lime kiln, then fetched by the farmer and tipped into a pile in the corner of his 
yard. 

When this was exposed to weather conditions the rock broke up into a white powder ready to be 
sown on the land, the process could be hastened by pouring water over it, with sowing usually 
carried out by the bucket method. This was done by attaching a loop of string to the handle of 
the bucket and flanging it over the neck, and with the left hand holding the bucket steady it was 
sown with the right. The same method was used in the sowing of fertilizer, and even in the early 
40s we still did it this way. 

The lime kilns of course were found in the limestone areas, and the one I can remember was 
between West Hatch and Thornfalcon although there were others around. The resulting crops of 
grass were considerably less than our crops of today, and a man with 20 cows in addition to 
young stock, beef, sheep and his root and cereal crops was regarded as one of tie larger farmers in 
the area. 

The cereal crops grown were wheat, oats and barley, it was usual to grow wheat in the first year 
on a newly ploughed ley, followed by winter oats and possibly spring barley on the third year. 
After this the field would be reseeded to grass to avoid a build-up of disease in the soil. 
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The reseeding was usually done in the spring in a spring sown barley crop. The grass seed was 
sown in the seedbed after the barley was in, and during the summer months it had the benefit of 
being shaded from the sun and after the harvest it soon grew away, that is unless it had been 
killed off by drought conditions as sometimes happened. 

The root crops grown were Turnips, Swedes and Mangels and these were of course used as feed 
for the cattle during the autumn and winter months, hay and roots being the main diet 
supplemented with home grown cereals, and in later years with small quantities of concentrates. 
In general it was a low input and low output situation. Turnips were used in the autumn before 
the arrival of frost, while mangels were pulled and stored near at hand for use during the winter, 
mainly after Christmas when the sugar content had improved. Swedes however were reasonably 
frost resistant and these were pulled as they were needed, and taken home with a horse and putt 
and tipped. Swedes were known to have a good fattening value and were used to feed young 
stock, especially beef animals but could also be used on dairy cows if and when necessary. 

The horse was the power on the farm, and those used in this area were about 16 hands high, this 
was at shoulder height, a hand being four inches. 

It was fed on food produced on the farm, on grass in the summer and hay and oats in the winter, 
and apart from any health problems and the occasional journey to the blacksmith to be shod, it 
was very little trouble. 

When it was needed for work it had to be fetched from the field, brought home with a halter on 
it and taken into the stable to be harnessed. The harness was hanging on large wooden pegs 
mounted on the wall, and it consisted mainly of a collar, a saddle and a set of Names. The collar 
that was well padded to prevent the horse’s shoulders becoming rubbed, was first placed over its 
head and was allowed to take its position. On the outside of the collar was fitted the Names 
which were made of steel and carried the hooks and attachments that were to be hooked on to 
the shafts of implements. The saddle again was well padded, with thick leather straps that went 
around the back of the horse. This was placed on the horse’s back, and two large leather straps 
that were attached on one side of the saddle, was brought under the horse and attached on the 
other side with a buckle. The horse was now harnessed, and had to be reversed between the shafts 
of the implement until it had reached the right position, whereupon the shafts were lifted and 
supported by a chain at the right height over the top of the saddle. From now on it was just a 
matter of hooking on the short chains front and back and the job was complete, it could now 
pull or reverse. 

The horse was controlled either by leading it at the front, or could be driven from the back with 
long reins, however when heavy loads were being carried the man in charge walked. 

Incidentally, after a hard day’s work if the horse was ‘sweaty’ it was usual to allow it a cooling off 
period in the stable before taking it to the field. Although horses were brought into the stable in 
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severe weather, it was not the done thing to keep them in for long periods, as the horse is an 
animal that needs exercise to keep in good health. 

Before going through the farming year, I will give a brief description of the vehicles used on the 
farm at this time. The wagon was the largest and was a four wheeled vehicle that was used for 
hauling hay, corn, bags of apples etc., and of course for anything that had to be brought to the 
farm from away by road. It was built of oak and ash with oak wheel hubs, the wheels had spokes 
that connected the hub to the outside, and the whole thing was kept together with a steel band 
that went around the outside of the wheel. The wagon had short sides and front with a removable 
tailboard and a set of lades that were used when hauling hay and corn. Hanging on a chain at the 
side was the dragshoe, which was a device that was used when taking a load downhill on the 
road, the dragshoe was taken off and placed under one of the back wheels and this acted as a 
brake. In the case of really heavy loads being carried, an extra horse was hitched in the front to 
help pull. 

The putt had two wheels and a shorter body, and was used for hauling farmyard manure and 
roots etc. The wheels were much more robust to carry the extra weight, and at the front was a 
hand operated tipping mechanism. This consisted of a metal slide with holes in it, and to tip the 
load the pin would have to be taken out and the body lifted by hand. If it was necessary to tip it 
only part way up, the pin was then inserted at the appropriate height. 

The cart was similar but much lighter, and was used mainly on local road trips ana for the 
carrying of light loads. 

The trap was however a cart with a difference as it had a wooden seat across it to carry passengers, 
and was used among other things to take the farmer to market on a Saturday. The horse used for 
this purpose was much lighter and quicker on its feet. 

Towards the end of the winter ploughing had to be done in readiness for the sowing of spring 
sown cereal crops and also for the roots. The type of plough mainly used was a single furrow 
Ransome with a long mould board. This plough gave good tidy work and as I mentioned earlier, 
people in those days were fussy, furrows had to be ploughed straight and surface trash had to be 
well ploughed in. The plough was pulled by two horses and was connected by drafts and chains, 
with long reins running from the front of the horse to the handles of the plough, the ploughman 
had to control the plough in addition to the horses. The output in a day was anything up to 
about an acre, the work was done well but the area covered was small compared with today’s 
standards. 

The user had to walk behind all day long as was also the case in the cultivations that followed. 
Wellies in those days were regarded as ‘bad on the feet and weren’t used for long periods at a 
time, instead, the type of boots used were ‘hob nails’. These were heavy leather hoots with hob 
nails in the soles and ‘clamps’ let into the front and back to protect the toes and heels, they were 
very durable but tiring on the legs. There was no nylon or any other man-made fibres around at 
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this time and socks were made of wool. With the constant walking around they quickly 
developed holes, and the women indoors must have spent a lot of their time darning them to 
keep them in order. One of the problems men had was rubbed heels, that is when a patch of akin 
became worn off, and I know from experience that this was very unpleasant. 

Drags and harrows were the usual equipment used to produce a seed bed, there were horse 
cultivators and spring tine harrows around which were used when more depth was required, but 
when the furrows were fairly easy to work drags were used. These were made up of a steel frame 
with tines bolted into it, and as these were drawn through the soil the furrow was broken up, if 
they didn’t penetrate deep enough then a large stick was tied on the top to give extra weight. 
There were drags and harrows of different sizes, there were heavy drags, medium drags, and the 
lighter harrows that were designed to break up lumps and leave a smooth-and even•seed bed. 
They were usually in two or three sections and were attached to a draft with short chains, and 
then long chains were hooked to the horses from the draft. 

Although there were a few seed drills around, the usual way of sowing a field of corn was by 
broadcasting the seed on the ground and dragging it in. This was left to grow until the crop had 
reached the stage when it was about 3 to 4 inches tall, and then it was rolled to get a smooth 
surface and to consolidate the soil. Any large weeds that showed themselves later would be pulled 
by hand and dumped beside the nearest hedge, or a weeding iron could be used to cut off the 
weeds below soil level much as a dutch hoe does today, this tool had a narrow blade on the end 
of a long handle, there were no chemical sprays at this time and so the above methods had no 
real alternative. 

The broadcasting of the seed was carried out in one of two ways, it could be sown from a bucket, 
or it could be sown with a ‘fiddle’, or Aero sower to give it its proper name. The fiddle was an 
excellent little machine which was hung around the user with an adjustable strap, it had an 
agitator inside and the seed dropped on to the broadcasting plate that was driven by the action of 
the bow which was being worked to and fro by the user. It would sow any free flowing material, 
corn, grass seed and even granular fertilizer, but few people used it for this. 

They remained on the market for many years, and I bought one of these in about 1960 and it is 
still used for sowing grass seed, and hopefully it will remain good for quite a few years yet. 

In the spring there were a lot of things to be done as there is every year, the grassland would have 
to be chain harrowed and rolled, any fencing repairs would have to be done, and any other work 
necessary to tidy up the farm after the winter. The chain harrows would rub out any residue of 
farmyard manure remaining, and also disperse any molehills that happened to be around. boles 
were caught with spring traps during the winter, but even so there were always a few molehills to 
be seen. When they were caught , they were skinned and the skins were nailed out on a piece of 
board or a door to be dried, after which they were sold. 
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In early May the mangels were drilled in rows about 22 inches apart into a clean and well 
prepared seed bed that had been previously enriched with plenty of farmyard manure. The drills 
available then were mainly of the small box type, being a seed box with an adjustable aperture at 
the back to control the sowing rate, a brush to agitate the seed, a pair of driving wheels, a long 
handle and with a coulter under the box that made the small trench for the seed to drop into. 
Usually one man could operate the single row model, but in the case of the two row version 
another man would be needed to help pull the drill along. The only really old horse drill I have 
seen was a rather cumbersome four wheeled vehicle that needed one man to lead the horse, and 
another to walk alongside to control the steering, but it was mainly the hand drill that was used 
to drill root crops. 

The grass seed also sown about this time was sown either with a fiddle or with a seed barrow. This 
machine was similar to a wheelbarrow, but the difference was - there was no body. Instead there 
was a long seed box across it about 12 feet wide, and a long shaft complete with brushes along it 
agitated the seed through apertures at the back to fall in an even carpet on the ground. The 
brushes were driven by gearing from the large wheel at the front, and this machine was quite nice 
to use and not hard work unless the going was uphill. 

The swede crop was drilled in June, and the care of this crop was the same as that for mangels, 
but the main thing to watch was that they were singled before they became too large, or the 
leaves would tangle and make life very difficult. 

Turnips were either drilled or broadcast, with broadcasting being used mare for sheep feeding 
where the size of root was of less importance. 

Field potatoes were usually ploughed in about two furrows apart, and kept clean with a horse hoe 
and by hand hoeing. 

Towards the latter part of Ray the mangels would need hoeing, the crop would have emerged by 
then as also would the weeds, and the first step was to clean the spaces between the rows and this 
was done with a horse hoe. A horse hoe was similar in appearance to a plough, but instead of the 
mould board there were two detachable flat knives that cut off the weeds under the ground. It 
also had a set of cultivator feet to dig between rows of potatoes and also a ridger attachment 
could be fitted to earth them up. But in the case of roots only the knives were used and it took 
two men to do the hoeing, one led the horse and did his best to keep the horse’s feet between the 
rows so that the crop didn’t get trampled, while the other held the handles of the hoe and guided 
it carefully to avoid cutting out the crop. 

But this was not the end of the story, there were still some weeds between the seedlings and the 
seedlings were too thick, this had to be done by hand. And so for the next few weeks the workers 
were kept busy cleaning out the weeds and thinning the crop to about 7 to 8 inches apart. This 
work was very back-aching, and I am sure everyone was glad when they were done. 
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There were usually people around who were looking for a little extra income in their spare time, 
and very often the larger farmer would give temporary employment to say a couple of men to hoe 
roots on a piece work basis, at an agreed price per row or at a set sum for hoeing the field. But 
regardless as to who had hoed the crop, the horse hoe would be put through again to out off any 
weeds that had taken root between the rows, and hopefully if the weather was kind and the 
haymaking didn’t take too long, the crop would remain reasonably clean until the hay had been 
made. Subsequent hoeings, along the same lines had to be carried out until the leaves touched 
and suppressed the growth of weeds, the same applied to swede and turnip crops. 

By the time all this had been done it was usually Mid June, and providing the weather was 
suitable it was now time to make the hay. Haymaking was very slow when compared with today’s 
methods, and the first step of course was to cut the grass. 

The mower used at the time was wheel driven and needed two horses to pull it along, the user 
was able to ride on a cast iron seat with suitable foot rests on the machine. The horses were 
attached to a long pole, one on each side, and at the front of this was a yoke which was attached 
to the underside of the horses collars, and they carried the pole between them. The rest of the 
setup was a draft and chain arrangement and a set of long reins to control the horses. 

This type of mower was quite effective, but of course the finger and knife type would very often 
clog and the user would have to get off to clear it, always putting the machine out of gear first. as 
any movement from the horses would cause the knife to move and could very easily cut off a 
mans fingers. The knives didn’t stay sharp for long and after a few times around the field would 
become blunt and need resharpening. And so while one man used the mowing machine another 
had to sharpen the knives, this was done by clamping the knife on to a wooden gate and 
sharpening it with a flat file. 

Another job he had to do between sharpening was to ‘rake around’, this was to rake back the 
grass in the first cut swath, to leave a clean path for when the mower cut back the grass on the 
outside of the field, if this was not done the mower bed would clog badly. 

After a field was cut the grass was left undisturbed for two or three days until the top of the swath 
was dried, and then it would have to be turned over. This was done with a swath turner, which 
only needed one horse, again this was wheel driven and had a seat on it. In general it did a good 
job, two rows at a time, but its downfall was that hay would catch in the mechanism, especially 
on a windy day, and was wound around the bearings at the front of the machine. This meant 
getting off and cutting it all out with a pocket knife before work could resume. If it wasn’t 
cleared the machine would seize and the wheels skid, this at times was very irritating. While one 
man turned the hay with the horse, others were working in the middle of the field turning the 
hay with hand rakes, these rakes were made almost entirely of wood, they had a long handle and 
the cross timber at the end of it was fitted with short wooden tines about three inches apart, and 
the whole thing was about thirty inches wide. 
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Tedders in those days were few and far between, the old hay kicker for instance was regarded as a 
hay spoiler and was only used in an emergency, when the crop was soaked with rain. The more 
usual thing to do in this situation was for a group of men to shake it up with forks, and let the air 
into it that way. The siderake that put two rows into one had some uses but it was usually the 
horse rake that was used to get the crop into rows ready for hauling. 

The horse rake again was a one horse implement with a seat, I would say it was about six to seven 
feet wide and gathered the hay with a row of tines right across it’s width, and when it was full the 
tines would be lifted by pulling a lever and the contents would be left behind. After that, by 
releasing the lever the tines would drop of their own accord to collect the next lot. The end result 
was a field of large rows of hay ready to be hauled. 

Most farmers had at least two wagons, but the larger farmers would have more. To haul the hay a 
horse and wagon complete with lades, was taken to the field and stopped beside a row of hay. 
One man, (or boy if one was employed), made the load, while one or two other men pitched the 
hay on to the wagon with pitchforks until the load was complete. Sometimes when enough staff 
was available two teams were in operation, one wagon was being loaded in the field while another 
was being unloaded back at the farm. 

Very often helpers would come along to help in the evening, whether it was because they loved 
haymaking or whether the free cider on offer was an attraction is another matter, but in any case 
people were much more willing to give someone a hand then than they are now. 

When the load was complete, any loose hay on the side was raked off, the load was secured and 
taken back to the farm to be unloaded. After the field had been cleared it had to be ‘clean raked’ 
to gather together any remaining hay that hadn’t been picked up with the forks the first time, 
and anything wasted during loading etc. There was only a small amount to pick up this time, and 
as the nay was being pitched on the wagon, a larger and much wider wooden hand rake was used 
to clean up as they went along. My father always referred to it as a Tommy rake. 

In general, hay was loaded and unloaded by hand with the aid of pitchforks, but not perhaps in 
all cases. There was the pitch pole elevator which I have seen in a dismantled state, but never saw 
in action. As far as I can understand by some means or other the long pole was erected, and at 
the top of it was a pulley. Over the top of this ran a strong rope, at one end was a large metal 
grab and at the other end was a horse. With someone on the load, the horse was reversed to allow 
the grab to reach the top of the load of hay, and the grab in an open position was pushed down 
into the hay. As the horse was moved forward the grab closed and a grab full of hay was lifted out 
of the load, and swung across on to the rick. This type was later replaced by the larger elevators 
such as the Lainchbury which was driven by a petrol engine, and had a set of moving chains with 
wooden cross pieces attached and metal tines that carried the hay on to the rick. The hay had to 
be thrown into the elevator of course, but unloading was downhill instead of up. But these were 
mostly found on the larger farms, and loading and unloading was mainly done by hand. 
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Perhaps at this point it will be interesting to note some of the early machinery manufacturers, 
Harrison McGregor and Bamlett for mowers, Lister Blackstone for horse rakes and swath 
turners, Nicholson and Martin for side rakes and swath turners, Lainchbury for elevators, 
Ransome for ploughs and Reeves for horse hoes. There were others but the names given above 
will be well known to the older farmers. 

Another method from-the late 30s onwards, was to use a sweep when the hay was being ricked in 
the field. The sweep was in appearance very much like a buckrake, but the tines faced forwards 
with two handles at the back for the use of the operator. It was of wood construction with metal 
tips on the end of the tines. The horse pulled it along with chains, and after gathering as much 
hay as it would hold it was taken to the rick. When the handles were lifted the tines caught in the 
ground and somersaulted over its load, leaving the sweep empty and ready to collect its next load. 

However, getting the hay’-to the farm and building the rick was not the end of the story, it had 
to be thatched unless the farmer concerned had a hay barn, which most didn’t. The only two 
materials used for thatching was reed and spars, and spars could either be bought in bundles or 
made by the farmer himself. To make spars, hazel ‘spar gads’ had to be cut and brought home 
and split with a sharp hook, usually a stick of about 1i inches in diameter would split into four 
parts. The spar in a finished state was about eighteen inches long, and be of a ‘u’ shape, the bend 
on the end was created by twisting the wood around at this point, so that it would bend without 
breaking, and with the tips of the spars well sharpened to make their entry into the rick easy. 
Spars were the means of securing the thatch and binds to the rick. 

To thatch a rick, the person concerned went up a ladder and put a layer of reed vertically on the 
lower part of the roof about two feet wide, and secured it with a bind which was a twisted up 
rope of reed. This was put across the reed and pegged into place with spars, and from then on it 
was a matter of putting on other layers of reed until he reached the top. When he had done all 
this, he had to move his ladder along another two feet and repeat the process until he had gone 
all around the rick, and providing the thatcher had done his job the rick was reasonably 
weatherproof. In the interval between making the rick and thatching it it was covered with a 
green jute sheet, with the ropes tied to large sticks to prevent it blowing off. Haymaking took a 
fair time to complete, in bad weather conditions it could take until August but not as long as this 
in a good summer. 
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After haymaking was over it was time to skim off the nettles, docks etc. that had grown around 
the yards and fields during the summer, a mower was used on the larger areas in the fields while 
hooks and scythes looked after the rest, under walls etc. 

As I mentioned earlier. the trapper was the original machine used to cut cereal crops, but it was 
the binder that was mainly used during this period. As was the case with the mower, the binder 
had a long pole with two horses attached, one on each side. It had three canvasses that carried the 
crop to the tying mechanism, to begin with the crop was cut with a reciprocating knife and the 
heads of the crop was drawn back with the ‘fan’ to fall neat and straight on the floor canvas. 
From then on it went between two other canvasses that took it up to fall on the other side of the 
machine for tying. As the crop entered the tying area, packer fingers packed the sheaf ready to be 
tied. When enough had been collected the pressure tripped the mechanism, the sheaf was tied 
and two metal arms went around and ejected the sheaf on the ground. 

The operator sat on a seat on the back of the machine, and besides controlling the horses with the 
reins had to make adjustments to the machine. The three main adjustments were, height of cut, 
to set the fan at the right height, and the position of the twine on the sheaf. For instance, the 
twine adjustment lever would be in quite a different position for a tall crop than it would for a 
shorter one, also the fans were set lower for a short crop and raised for a tall one. 

But the problems of cereal growing started quite a while before the binder went in the field, as 
the crop ripened so the rooks arrived to cash in on this wonderful new food supply. If this state 
of affairs was allowed to continue the crop would be damaged and large patches of it flattened. As 
a result scarecrows had to be erected, these however had only temporary effect, the most effective 
thing to do was to shoot a rook or two and hang them on a piece of string tied to a stick that had 
been driven into the ground. As the wind blew the dead rooks moved around and proved a 
reasonably successful method. 

Just before cutting the crop the field had to be cut around, this was done with a scythe and a 
path was cut around the outside of the field, so that the horses and binder wouldn’t tread down 
the crop. The grain cut was gathered into bundles and tied with a bind as previously described 
and stood against the hedge. 

After that the binder was taken in to cut the remaining crop and the sheaves were left in rows on 
the ground. The next step was to get them stooked (or stitched, to use the local expression), 
wheat was stooked in eights and oats and barley in sixes, and sheaves were taken one under each 
arm and stood up to finish drying. These were then left in the field for a week or two and then 
had to be hauled home, and either stacked in a barn if there was one, or ricked and sheeted, or 
thatched if threshing was likely to be delayed for some time. One of the main problems of 
leaving the stooks in the field was rain. A few showers did little harm, but heavy rain soaked the 
sheaves right through, and had to be turned inside out and dried on a fine day before they could 
be hauled. 
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But the real problem with wet weather harvesting was that the grain sprouted, in extreme cases 
the crop was of little value because the tops of the sheaves had matted together, but in most 
instances only a few sprouts existed and the loss was small, the ideal conditions of course was 
found in good weather when the crop could be brought home in a good state. 

But before we leave the harvest period we must not forget the sport, as the binder made its way 
to the centre of the field, a few rabbits in the crop would run away but several would stay in. At 
the end men armed with guns, sticks and stones were ready to get as many rabbits as they could, 
they all liked rabbit stew and here was their opportunity. 

The summer had been busy but so was the autumn, the sides of hedges had to be trimmed, land 
had to be ploughed for winter sown cereals, cider had to be made, the roots had to be pulled, and 
at some time during the autumn or early winter the threshing would have to be done. 

Hedges were allowed to grow tall for reasons to be explained later, only the sides had to have an 
annual trim. This was done during the autumn months with hooks, either with a staff hook or a 
paring hook. These hooks were similar in appearance, the paring hook was used for trimming 
grassy banks and had a short handle, while the staff hook had a long handle to give plenty of 
reach when cutting the taller growth. 

While this was going on the man in charge of the horses was ploughing land for winter cereals, 
and in general getting the cultivations done in readiness for sowing. Winter oats were popular at 
the time and needed to be sown in September, as also did any autumn sown grass seed so that the 
crops would have grown strong enough to withstand winter frost. 

Winter barley followed but there wasn’t too much hurry for wheat, this could be sown up until 
November or even in February if ground conditions permitted. Perhaps this was where the horse 
scored, it could work on the land in damp conditions where a modern tractor would only get 
bogged down. It was not necessary to get too fine a tilth when sowing, it was better to leave the 
surface a bit lumpy as this gave protection against the cold winter winds, and rolling would be 
done during the following spring. 

October was also busy in two other ways, root pulling and cider making. Most farms had an 
orchard, this particular farm had six acres and was made up of mainly cider apple trees with a few 
eating apples for use indoors. As the apples fell they had to be picked up with buckets and tipped 
into a heap under a tree to ripen, as only soft apples were needed for cider making, apples that 
were not ripe were hard and it was difficult to get the juice out of them. 

This was the time to pull root crops, turnips were not frost hardy and had to be fed to cattle or 
sheep before the cold weather came along. Swedes were resistant and would be alright in the 
ground until they were needed. And so it was the mangels that had to be pulled and stored in 
October as these were not frost resistant either, and these with hay made up the feed for the 
cattle during the winter months especially after Christmas. When pulling the mangels the leaves 
had to be removed as they were of no value, and these were left to rot on the ground. The mangel 
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was held by its leaves and pulled up, and then either shook to get the leaves off if they would, or 
failing that they had to be twisted off, some would shake off others wouldn’t. They were pulled 
and put into a row ready to be hauled with a horse and putt. It was usual when pulling for one 
man to pull three rows and throw to his left while another pulled three and threw to the right, 
the result was when an area had been pulled there was a path between the rows for the horse and 
putt, and while hauling each man had a row of his own to throw into the putt until it was full. 

The load had then to be taken home and tipped. It was vitally important to store them well and 
give protection against frost, if mangels were allowed to freeze they would rot and be of no use 
whatsoever. If they were to be stored in a building the floor and walls were thickly clad with 
straw, and the putt was tipped as near as possible to the doorway so they could be thrown in by 
hand, it was usual when hauling to leave someone throwing in while others went to the field to 
bring the loads home. 

If there was no room in a building, they would have to be stored out of doors in a clamp, or 
‘cave’ as they were known. In this case the clamp was shaped as neatly as possible, and after 
hauling was complete it had to be covered. To begin with a good coating of straw was Tut over 
the top and sides of the clamp, this was followed with a thick coating of earth and finally with 
hedge parings or any other waste material that was available. However, a space at the top of the 
clamp was left open for a while to allow the newly stored crop to ‘sweat’, after which this was also 
covered and hopefully the crop would be kept free of frost. 

In my view the growing of mangels was hard work all the way, all the hoeing, pulling, hand 
loading into the putt, throwing them into the building, and even in use during the winter 
everything had to be done by hand, I am sure no young man today would relish work of this 
kind. 

By now any field grown potatoes would have been dug and stored, the area grown then was 
comparatively small, and the crop would have been lifted either with a fork, a mattock or 
ploughed out with the horses and picked up with a bucket. 

There was still the apple harvest to deal with, as I mentioned earlier most farms had an orchard 
and in the main these were to provide suitable apples for making something that was very much a 
part of farm life, cider. 

This was the drink that men took to the fields when they were working, ( not orange squash 
then) and together with a hunk of bread and cheese and a raw onion provided an easily prepared 
meal for any situation where a man was not able to came home to dinner. 

The grass under the trees was still available for grazing livestock except for the period when apples 
were falling, but the most important thing was the trees and the apples that grew on them, a low 
cost drink, home produced, and apart from the work involved was of little trouble. 
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Some years of course there was a poor crop, but usually there was cider left over from the 
previous year and this would help out. In a good season however, they probably had more apples 
than they needed, but cider kept for a year or two and a quantity in reserve would do no harm. 

As I mentioned earlier, the apples were picked up as they fell in the early part of the season and 
put into a heap under a tree, and as enough became available cider making began. Later on in the 
season the trees were cleared by snaking the tree to get most of the apples off and finishing the 
job by poking off any remaining with a long pole. 

Most farms had their own cider making equipment, which comprised of an apple mill, a cider 
press and a collection of large barrels to store the cider in. Before making the cider, the empty 
barrels had to be well washed out with water and set back on their wooden supports ready to be 
filled. 

The press was of very strong construction, made of solid oak and with heavy duty steel 
components. At the base was part of a tree trunk that had been squared so that it sat firmly on 
the floor of the building in which it was situated, and attached one on each side were the two 
coarsely threaded screws that stood vertically and supported the top assembly, that would apply 
the pressure to squeeze out the cider. Sitting on the base was the ‘dish’, which was really a large 
square platform on which the cider cheese was built, and around the outside of it was a channel 
that took the cider around to the front of the press, and then through a lip to run into the tub 
that had been positioned underneath. The top assembly had two wheels attached, one on each 
side, and these were ran up and down the screws, if they were turned clockwise the assembly 
came down and anti- clockwise it went up. The dish at the bottom and the ‘pressure plate’ at the 
top were about four inches thick of solid oak and were virtually indestructible. 

The apple mill was also of oak construction and was made up of a frame with a hopper above to 
hold the apples, and a set of jaws that turned the apples into a coarse pulp. This was hand 
operated by two men, the work was too hard for one, and so two men facing each other each put 
a hand on the handle, one turning forward and the other pulling back. The resulting pulp fell 
into the box trough underneath which had one end open to allow the pulp to be taken out with a 
shovel. 

On the morning the process of cider making started apples had to be bagged and brought in, as 
also was a quantity of clean Oat straw. A layer of this was placed over the area of the dish, and on 
top of this was put a layer of apple pulp about six inches thick in a square of about four feet in 
the centre of it, leaving a space around for the cider to get away. The surplus straw on the outside 
of the ‘cheese’ was then gathered up and pushed into the apple pulp at the top, enclosing the 
pulp into a parcel. From then on another layer of straw was placed on top followed by another 
layer of pulp, and the process continued until the cider cheese was of the height required. This 
was completed at the end with another layer of straw on top and the job was done. The end 
result was a large square of layers of straw and apple pulp that had been well bonded and free 
standing. 
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The cider ran freely on the first day and would need little if any pressure to extract the juice. But 
from then on pressure had to be applied and this had to be done at intervals during the day, 
getting the pressure on the cheese as tight as possible. This was done by inserting a long iron bar 
into the wheels of the top assembly and turning them clockwise by walking around the press. 

These wheels had to be turned alternately so that the assembly came down level, and this pressing 
went on until the wheels wouldn’t turn anymore and maximum pressure was being applied. After 
a day or two the cider stopped running and it was time to shear the cheese. This was done by 
running up the press and cutting off the outside three inches or so with a hayknife and putting it 
on top. This was then pressed again, and this method continued until all the cider had been 
extracted. The straw and apple waste was called apple pomace, and this was removed from the 
press and fed to cattle in small quantities at a time, leaving the press free for the next batch of 
apples to be processed. 

But coming back to the cider, as it ran into the tub it had to be dipped with a bucket and put 
into a barrel. The barrels were set up on a jibbing, which was a wooden support of heavy duty 
timber that kept the barrel off the ground at a satisfactory level. In the centre at the top of the 
barrel was a large hole with a three inch bung in it, and it was into this that the cider was put in 
through a funnel with a clean cloth in it, to take out any pulp residue or other impurity. When 
the barrel was full the bung was left out to allow the cider to ferment, and as it did so a brown 
froth came out of the top. When fermentation was complete, the bung was put in and the 
contents were left to mature. 

Low down at the front of the barrel was a smaller hole with a cork in it, and it was here that the 
tap was fitted. The wooden tap was placed against the cork and tapped into the barrel with a 
mallet, leaving the cork inside the barrel and the tap in place without wasting any of the 
contents. The cider could then be run off into bottles, or a firkin which was a special container 
used to take cider to the fields. 

Before we move on to threshing perhaps we should take a look at steam power, as it was this that 
powered the threshing machine. Wheeled steam engines were seen around of different types, 
there was the traction engine that was used for threshing, ploughing and cultivation, the 
transport of trees and sawing timber etc., there was the steam roller that was used by the local 
Council to roll the roads, steam wagons that hauled stone of various types from the quarries, and 
of course the highly painted version of the traction engine that was used at the fairground. But as 
far as Buckland was concerned, the traction engine, the steam roller and the steam wagon were 
the only engines they were likely to see. 

Steam wagons could be seen every day going up and down Staple Hill probably from quarries in 
Devon. They had spoked iron wheels with solid rubber tyres and for a steam engine moved along 
fairly quickly, these were still in use during my childhood in the 1930s. 
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The road roller was similar in construction to the traction engine, but instead of having two 
wheels at the front it had a roller, and this with the two wide flat wheels at the back, allowed it to 
roll the full width of the machine. 

I suppose we can safely say that the traction engine was the first tractor to be used, and it was 
used in several ways. On the back of the engine was a winch with a long wire rope wound around 
a powered drum, and this was used for steam ploughing and cultivations. Two engines, one on 
each side of a field were used to plough and use a cultivator. A long wire rope from each engine 
was hitched on to the machine being used, one on the front and one on the back. While one 
engine pulled the machine from the other side of the field the other allowed its rope to run freely, 
and after the machine had been drawn up to the first engine, the machine was rehitched, turned 
around and drawn back to the other side of the field by the second. Both engines had to be 
moved along at intervals until they had finished the field, with a man riding on the machine on 
its journey’s to and fro to make any adjustments necessary and to see that the work was being 
done in a satisfactory manner. Whether these were used here in Buckland I couldn’t say, but they 
were probably used more in other areas where the fields are larger. 

The traction engine was also used to handle trees, both in transport and in the sawing out of 
timber with one of the large rack type saw benches we see at Yesterday’s Farming events. 

But the farmer knew it as the engine that worked the threshing machine, and although it was 
large and heavy its power for pulling a thresher up a hill was rather lacking. In this instance the 
threshing machine was unhooked after blocking the back wheels with wedges, and then the 
engine moved farther along up the hill and winched the machine to it by using the wire rope. 
This process was repeated as long as was necessary until reaching the top of the hill, when the 
machine was rehitched and normal travel was resumed. 

The task of threshing needed a lot of labour and this had to be arranged in advance with helpers 
coming from the farms around, farmers helped each other, because they in their turn would need 
help with their own. Very often the thresher pulled in during the late afternoon, providing that 
the threshing on the previous farm had finished in time, and it could then be fixed in position 
ready for the following morning. The machine was drawn alongside the rick and levelled by 
putting blocks and wedges under any wheels that needed it and unpacking the top of the 
machine. The flaps that had been folded down for travelling on the road were raised and the 
platform was set up to take the sheaves of corn. The machine came with a staff of two, there was 
the engine driver that was the engineer in charge who was responsible for lubrication and the 
general well-being of the machine, and the feeder who gave assistance as well as feeding the 
sheaves of corn into the machine during the threshing operation. 

The lubrication of the many bearings on the machine was done with an oil can, grease bearings 
had not as yet come into being and during the day the oil ‘wells’ were filled frequently. The 
engine driver had to come very early in the morning to light the fire in the engine to raise steam, 
and also had to top up his water supply from the nearest pond. The usual time to start threshing 
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was about 9 am, give or take half an hour, and when all the hands had arrived a start could begin. 
By this time the engine driver and the feeder had enjoyed breakfast in the farmhouse, the thatch 
had been removed from the rick, the long wide belt that drove the machine was in place, and all 
was ready for work. There were two men pitching the sheaves from the rick to the machine, to 
begin with they were working more or less on the same level as the top of the machine, but as the 
height of the rick reduced , the sheaves had to be pitched uphill. Two men worked on the top, 
the feeder who stood in a ‘well’ and fed the sheaves thinly into the drum, while the other cut the 
binds and left the loose sheaf on a platform in front of the feeder. The bind cutter was supplied 
by the farmer, and as the sheaves of corn went through the machine, all sorts of conveyors, 
shakers, sieves and blowers separated the grain from the straw, leaving the straw to come out of 
the back of the machine, and the grain at the front. 

All jobs were dirty and dusty, and everybody involved was in need of a good bath afterwards, but 
one of the dirtiest jobs was pitching straw, as the man doing this worked immediately under the 
delivery into the trusser. The trusser was towed on the road behind the machine, but in work was 
fixed at the back and driven with sprockets and chains. The straw fell into it from above and was 
packed with fingers before being tied automatically with two knotters. This large bundle had to 
be pitched by hand to two other men that were making the straw rick nearby. Yet two more men 
worked at the front of the machine bagging the corn, it was usual to lay an old door on the 
ground to keep the bottom of the bags clean and to have an upturned barrel to rest the bags on. 
These were either carried and stacked in a pile outside for hauling in later or if the grain store was 
near at hand, then they were taken there by carrying them on their backs. The barrel was used as 
a device to put the bag on so that the man carrying it could take it on his back at a convenient 
height. The smaller hessian bags that most farmers had around were not too heavy or difficult to 
carry, but this was not the case where the hired West of England sacks were used, it was in these 
that grain was sold to the merchant. 

They were large heavy duty sacks with a good capacity, a sack of wheat weighed 2¼ cwts., a sack 
of barley 2 cwts., and a sack of winter oats was 1½ cwts., and as you can imagine a weight of 2¼ 
cwts., on a man’s back really made the knees buckle and needed a strong man. The sacks were 
attached to the machine with the hooks provided, on the left was the good grain with two 
outlets, two bags were hung up under these, while one bag was filling the other was there in 
readiness to take over when the bag was full. By moving a handle the supply was cut off and the 
second bag was filled while the other was taken off and tied, and of course hanging on another 
empty in its place. In the middle the ‘seconds’ came out , this was the very small second rate 
grain that was only of use to poultry, and on the right was the weed seed section that was of no 
use at all. All this was graded as the grain went through a revolving screen on the inside of the 
machine,. someone or other also had to keep the chaff from building up around the sieve outlet, 
and this had to be raked back with a fork from time to time. 
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The farmers of Buckland were noted for their hospitality, the driver and his mate were treated to 
a fried breakfast, and bread and cheese and jugs of tea came out from indoors during the mid-
morning lunch break. At one o’clock everybody went in for dinner, for meat and two veg and 
probably apple pie and custard to finish, more jugs of tea came out in the afternoon, and an 
unrestricted supply of cider was available all day. It was surprising that farms as little as five miles 
away gave hardly anything, and helpers there carried their needs for the day. This made a lot of 
work for the farmer’s wife, who had to cater for 10 men in addition to herself and any other 
members of the family. 

Threshing was a lot of hard and dirty work, but the compensation was having a good get together 
with friends and neighbours. It was not usual for a farmer to thresh all his corn at one go, 
perhaps a rick or two was done and the rest would be left until later. When the thresher had 
gone, as likely as not to a neighbouring farm there was still work to do. The straw rick had to be 
covered for a time until it had settled and then it had to be thatched. The grain had to be dealt 
with, grain for use on the farm was tipped on the granary floor: while grain for sale had to be 
weighed on the old type platform scales ready to be sold. There was also the cavings and chaff to 
pick up before it rained, these were the short particles of straw that had gathered under the 
threshing machine, and this was excellent for bedding poultry houses, the hens loved to scratch it 
over to find the few grains of corn that was still to be found in it. 

When a farmer had a good straight crop of wheat he would ask for a reed comber to come 
instead of the thresher. The work was similar to that of threshing, but was much slower as the 
wheat straw had to be combed and all the smaller material taken out leaving only the straight 
stems of the crop. The bundles of reed were tied with one string, and again an old door was used 
this time to bump the bottoms of the bundles on to tidy the butts. These bundles then had to be 
stored in the dry, ready for thatching when required. 

By now winter was approaching, and most of the main work of the year had been done, the stock 
would have to be housed shortly and it was a matter of hauling farmyard manure, or dung as 
everybody called it, and hedging for the rest of the winter months. Dung was stored in a heap, it 
was not the done thing to apply this to the land until it had reached a rotten or semi rotten state. 
When it was hauled it had to be hand loaded into a putt with forks, taken to the field and 
unloaded into heaps, in rows about six yards apart and leaving six yards between the hasps. After 
taking out the tailboard the putt was tipped part way up and the heaps were pulled out from 
behind with a dung drag. This was similar to a fork except that the prongs were set at right angles 
to the stem, and was the ideal shape to drag it out. Several heaps were made from a load and after 
a while the men had to come back and spread it with forks, and in the spring any residue 
remaining was dispersed with the chain harrows. 

Most farms would have at least some Christmas poultry to deal with, and as plucking is a thing 
that has to be done in a short period about mid-December, the farms with a large amount would 
take on extra helpers for a few days to assist. 
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But when weather conditions were favourable, hedging was the main occupation during the 
winter apart from tending livestock. Over recent years it has become the practice to cut the sides 
and tops of hedges with a flail hedge trimmer, the overhanging branches became a nuisance when 
tractor cabs, forage harvesters and trailers came into being. Even before this they were 
undesirable, as it was difficult to dry hay under them as the area underneath saw little sun and 
the outside of the field didn’t dry with the rest. 

Back in the days of the horse they were regarded as an asset, they provided shelter for cattle on 
cold, wet and windy days, and also provided so many other things that were useful on the farm. 
It was here that oak gateposts were found, ash posts and rails, spar gads, pea and bean sticks, but 
perhaps most of all logs to provide fuel for the farmhouse. And so after cutting a hedge the top 
was allowed to grow up again to supply more wood in future years. 

There was no such thing as a chainsaw in those days, and hedges had to be cut with hand saws, 
axes and hooks. To begin with the larger wood was cut out leaving some of the smaller material 
to be laid, and this was done with a billhook which was a short robust hook with a curved end, 
and the sticks were then tied or pegged down. The larger wood was cut either with an axe or a 
crosscut saw, this saw was long with coarse teeth with a handle on each end and was used by two 
men, one on each side. Hooks were sharpened by the way on a circular grindstone that was 
usually to be found in the farmyard. It was mounted on a wooden frame and while one man 
turned the handle, another ground the hook. Water was run over the stone at intervals to keep 
the stone wet, and by using it a really sharp edge was obtained and care had to be taken to avoid 
cutting hands or fingers. 

After the hedge had been laid it had to be dug, the bottom was cut down straight with a spade 
and then dug up with a pick axe and shovelled on to the top of the bank, leaving a neat hedge 
with a tidy squared appearance. 

Little of the cut material had to be burnt up and most of it had a use. When the larger wood had 
been trimmed out and hauled away, the remainder was made into faggots, excluding brambles 
and thorns, but even a bushy blackthorn was useful for mending a gap in another hedge, and so 
it was only the rubbish left at the end that had to be burnt in the field. 

The larger wood was usually stored standing against a wall to ‘shoot the wet’, and the faggots 
were made into a rick and ‘thatched’ with faggots placed vertically on the roof, and it was 
surprising how dry these ricks kept. 

And so as spring approached, the year had turned full circle and the cycle of farming operations 
was ready to start all over again. 
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In addition to work on the land spring brought forth other things, new grass to graze the cattle 
that had been housed all through the winter. Farming in Buckland was mixed, cattle, sheep, pigs, 
poultry and arable, it was always thought that by doing this that if one thing didn’t pay then the 
others would. The farmer didn’t think in terms of stocking rate, but kept the number of stock 
that he and his staff could manage and his land support, on a modest outlay on fertilizer and 
feeding stuffs, with the aim of buying as little as possible from outside the farm, and to be in the 
main self-supporting. He didn’t have the advantage of the electric fencer, and so the stock was 
grazed extensively and in the spring when enough grass became available, the field gate was 
opened and the stock turned in. The cows were put on some of the better land and were grazed 
in the field until they had eaten the best of it, and then were moved on to another field. Young 
calves were also grazed on good land but the older young stock grazed the rougher parts of the 
farm, something had to make use of it, and they did well on it anyway. 

The milking herd was spring calving, this fitted in well with the grazing season, grass of high 
quality for the freshly calved cows at the beginning of their lactation, gradually reducing in food 
value as the season went on, and would finish their lactation as the grass supply faded out in the 
autumn to calve again from January onwards. They were topped up with home grown cereals 
during the grazing season, but cows calving from January onwards would need something more 
substantial. 

The main breeds of cattle kept on the hills were Devon and Dairy Shorthorn and crosses between 
them. There were also quite a few crossbred cows of one kind or another, such as black, roan, 
ginger and some all white. But the Devon X Shorthorn was dominant, the Devon was ‘beefy’ and 
the Shorthorn was regarded as being a good milker, and the two together produced stock that 
were both suitable for milk and for beef, in other words they were dual purpose. A good meaty 
Devon calf in particular was very much sought after in the market and fetched a good price. This 
breed of cattle were kept here on the hills for many years, and we still had some of these around 
in the 1960s. 

They were hardy and able to stand up to the hill climate, not perhaps high milk producers, a 
good cow would give a yield of about 4 gallons, and a heifer about 2 to 3 or so, it was always 
reckoned that if a heifer gave a gallon over the needs of its calf it was satisfactory. The milk was of 
good quality and ideal for making butter and cheese and of course for sale. 

The bull kept was a Devon, there was no A.I. of course and the smaller farmers who didn’t keep a 
bull turned their cows to a neighbour’s bull, along the road on foot and paid a fee for the benefit 
of the service. The resulting calves however lacked the good conformation of today, in body 
shape, udder shape and temperament that the modern A.I. service has developed over the years. 
Cattle in those days were not dehorned and were seen in their natural state, it was a usual thing 
for cows to damage each other with their horns from time to time, the hide was ripped as also 
were udders, they had a weapon to use and they knew it, and even the people that handled them 
had to take care not to get too near, especially when tying them up in the cowstall. 
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After tying the cows in the cowstall they had to be milked by hand, and I am sure that milk 
quotas would never have been needed if this system had continued, the farmer and as many 
workers that were available and very often the farmer#s wife, sat down under them and 
laboriously milked them out using buckets and a three legged stool each. The milk was then 
cooled either by running it over a surface cooler, or by standing the churn in a tub of cold water 
and stirring it from time to time, but we will return to the subject of milk later. 

One of the things we have been glad to see the back of in recent years is the Warble Fly, that 
caused so much havoc with cattle during the summer months. Particularly on a hot summer day 
animals would stampede around the fields in terror as they were attacked, sometimes jumping 
gates and fences to get put of the way. The milk yields fell dramatically and cows lost condition. 
But a few years ago systemic treatment became available to kill off the grubs that bored their way 
through the animal during the winter months, and to emerge in the spring to develop into yet 
more flies. This treatment broke the fly’s life cycle, and although in 1989 we have had a long dry 
summer, at no time were stock seen ‘running with the fly’ and all were at peace. 

By the autumn milk yields were falling, most cows would have been in milk for six months by 
now, and the poorer quality grass needed a supplement. Turnips were often used, but care had to 
be taken when giving them to milking cows, if they were getting old and showing signs of rot, 
then the milk became tainted and as likely as not it would be rejected by the factory. However, 
another crop that was very useful at this time was the cattle cabbage. Most farmers grew some of 
these, the type used was the Purple Flatpoll, and providing that the land had been given a good 
dressing of dung in the spring, they would grow to a good size, in a lot of cases they would have 
solid hearts of up to about two feet across and sometimes even more depending on the season. 
They were planted in Belay by hand in the same way as any other cabbage plant, and they were 
cut in the autumn with a billhook and loaded into a putt with a fork, and then either taken to 
the field and thrown off to the cows, or fed in the cribs when the cows were in the cowstall. 
These cabbage were very good for milk production, but were also nice on the dinner table, the 
hearts were very tender and white in appearance, there is no doubt that an acre or so of these 
would produce a lot of feed. 

Swedes were also used, and in this case they had to be pulled by hand, scraped with a pocket 
knife to clean off the soil around the bottom and then loaded into the putt. Swedes had a good 
starch content, and it was said that if a fair quantity of these were fed to beef cattle they would 
soon fatten. 

But it was the mangel that became the mainstay of the cow in the winter from about Christmas 
onwards. Although some farmers fed them whole in the cow cribs, others put them through a 
finger cutter or a root pulper. The finger cutter had a barrel shaped mechanism that cut the roots 
into what looked like ‘king size’ potato-chips, the hopper at the top was filled with roots and 
when the handle was turned the chopped roots fell out of the bottom into a container which 
could then be taken to the cows. Another alternative was to use a root pulper, this had an 
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internal wheel on it which turned the roots into a pulp, and this was much more suitable for 
calves than the fingers, sometimes this pulp was mixed with chaff on a clean floor with a shovel, 
sounds a little like a hand version of the mixer wagon of today. The chaff cutter was a machine 
that cut hay and straw into short lengths, and chaffed straw was the ideal bedding for young 
chicken etc. 

As winter approached most of the cattle were brought indoors, the smaller youngstock were 
housed loose in the buildings while the cows were bedded in the cowstall. The larger youngstock 
were outwintered and fed out of doors, with the benefit of shelter under the tall hedges which 
protected them from the cold, wet and windy conditions. The cows were tied up by the neck 
with chains, with divisions between every two cows. Behind them was a gutter to take the dung 
and water, and in front was the crib in which they were fed. In front of this was the forebay, a 
passage where hay was stored to feed along to the cows, roots were also fed in the cribs as were 
cereals or cake during milking. The hay had to be cut out with a hayknife every day from the 
rick, a square of about three feet and about eighteen inches thick was taken on a man’s head from 
up a ladder, and carried into the forebay or calves house for feeding later. The young stock were 
bedded with clean straw every day and dung was allowed to build up until its height became 
unacceptable, and then it had to be cleaned out by hand. 

The cows however, had to be cleaned every day, usually they were allowed to exercise in the yard, 
or perhaps in a field nearby for a time when weather conditions allowed while this was done. A 
wheelbarrow was driven into the back path of the stall, and filled with pick and shovel, and then 
taken to the dungheap nearby to store until it had rotted down. 

The gutter was then brushed down with a stiff broom, and finally the whole of the back area was 
washed down with buckets of water, the beds all had a new coating of straw, and all was clean for 
the cows to return. All this was hand labour and a very far cry from the cubicle beds and tractor 
scrapers of today. 

The milk produced had to find a market, calves were either reared on the cow or fed by hand in a 
bucket until they were weaned, but the remainder was sold after supplying household needs. 
Motor transport started to develop in the early part of the century, and in my father’s young days 
there was a milk collection from the main roads, and milk from this area was taken to Brown 
Down by horse and cart in 17 gallon churns, these must have been very heavy to handle, 
considering that a gallon of milk weighs a little over ten pounds. A churn of milk would weigh at 
least 170 pounds plus the weight of the churn, leaving a total of over 200 pounds to deal with. 
Butter and cheese was also made, and milk for this was taken to the Dairy in the farmhouse. 

Although there were cattle dealers in the area who often called at the farms, the main outlet for 
cattle was the market. Around this area at the time were markets at Taunton, Chard and 
Ilminster, but Taunton was always the largest and it was this that was mainly used. Chard and 
Ilminster markets have now been long since gone leaving Taunton as the nearest to us today. 
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The dealers were probably nice enough people, but were never entirely trusted, they worked in 
their own interests and usually offered a price below market level, as a result most stock went to 
Taunton. There were few if any motor cars around at this time so the farmer had to make his way 
to market in a horse and trap. 

A farmer going to market in those days dressed quite differently from the farmer of today, and 
my vision is that of a man wearing a tweed coat and breeches and leggings, a trilby or bowler hat, 
and of course his ‘stock in trade’, his walking stick. The boots and leggings were black and well-
polished, with the leggings resting on the top of the boots at the bottom, and buckled on the side 
at the top just below the knee. And so on the Saturday morning the horse and trap was got ready 
and he drove to market. This was his day off, it wasn’t just a matter of buying or selling and 
following market trends, but a time to meet and talk with his friends and neighbours about his 
number one subject, farming. 

They usually ended up having a drink at a nearby hotel, and after getting any meat he needed or 
doing shopping he returned to the farm. I have heard of a case where a farmer often had ‘one too 
many’ on a Saturday, and his friends gave him a hand to get in his trap in Taunton, and the 
horse brought him all the way home on its own right in to the backyard. 

Pigs, sheep and poultry were kept but not in large numbers. Pigs were kept in sties with sows 
being allowed out of doors in the summer months to graze and help themselves with feeding, and 
it is a well-known fact that adult pigs will ‘make off’ when acorns are falling and will live on them 
and put on weight. The breeds used were the Large White or similar and of course the Wessex 
Saddleback, and it was the cross between these that produced the ‘blue pig’ that was once 
popular but in recent years has fallen out of favour. Sheep were sometimes folded on Turnips or 
Swedes in the winter months, and in the summer were sheared with hand shears, until later when 
the Lister clippers came into being, in this case one man turned the handle while another used 
the clippers. 

Poultry, hens, ducks, geese and turkeys were on free range, wandering around the yard and 
surrounding area, ducks, geese and turkeys were kept mainly for the production of Christmas 
dinners, but hens were kept for laying eggs either for sale or use indoors. When they had outlived 
their usefulness they would either be sold or find a place on the dinner table. Although no doubt 
other breeds were kept of the lighter types, two of the most popular ones of the time were the 
Rhode Island and the Light Sussex and a cross between the two. Again dual purpose, laying eggs 
but also providing table poultry of good quality. When compared with today’s hybrids egg 
production was low, eggs were however brown and of a good size but the hens had a tendency to 
become broody particularly in hot weather. 

When this happened the broodies were taken out of the flock and shut up in coops until they 
became normal again, sometimes a hen would leave its mates if it had a chance and built a nest 
somewhere else where it layed a clutch of eggs, later to emerge with a family of small chickens. 
Broodies could always be found and were used to hatch eggs, the chicken of course were not 
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sexed at birth and allowed to grow up, the females being kept for future egg production and the 
males for sale to a butcher. To name a few other breeds still around in my young days in the 
1930s, were the Leghorn family, black, brown and white, the White Wyandotte and the 
Plymouth Rock. Although a lot of chicken were hatched by the use of broody hens, an oil heated 
incubator could also be used for larger quantities. 

All the poultry family are able to digest whole grain, but this is not the case with cattle and pigs, 
and in their case it has to be ground into a meal. Much of the grain used was home produced but 
the remaining had to be bought in either meal form or whole grain would have to be ground. 

In this period small petrol engines had been developed but were of low power and unsuitable to 
drive a corn mill, and so this was where the 1peal corn miller came into the picture. 

Many years ago, corn mills were built and set up with machinery for this purpose, they were all 
by a riverside or large stream and were powered by water. A large water wheel was turned by the 
stream, which transmitted power through shafting and gearing to the large millstones that 
ground the corn into meal. There is no doubt that in their time they were kept busy with farmers 
either bringing or collecting their corn every day. And they continued their work until higher 
powered engines came along, a large stationary engine or when tractor pulleys came into use. It 
was then that the Bamford mill came into being, and the farmer was able to grind his own. Over 
the years the old mills gradually declined, owing to having less trade all the time, it wasn’t just 
the Bamford mill that was the trouble, it was the introduction of cubed cattle concentrates and 
feeds of all kinds that were now easily obtainable from merchants and delivered by lorry to the 
farm. One by one the old mills that had served the community for so long, fell into disuse and 
ceased to operate. Although there were other mills in districts not too far away, there were two 
near at hand, there was Buckland mill in the village and Otterford mill that lies in the valley near 
Tanlake farm, and it is the latter that remained usableuntil the 1950s. I can personally remember 
my father having corn ground there in the 1940s, and at that time corn was fetched and 
delivered by the mill lorry to the farm, it was well ground, if anything better than the Bamford 
mill could do. 

In the early days however compound concentrates as we know them today did not exist, barley 
meal for instance was used to fatten pigs, and barley meal mixed with snarps, weatings etc. made 
up the ration for sows and weaners. Pigs were fed by putting water into a bucket, putting the 
meal on top and then mixing it up with a stick to produce a thick liquid which was then fed to 
the pigs in troughs in the pigsty. 

My father told of Cotton cake and Linseed cake, which was used to balance the cereals with 
protein and oil, but by the thirties balanced concentrates were available from the merchants. I 
remember that Linseed cake could be bought in bags already kibbled, or it could be bought in 
the old slab form. This slab had been pressed at the factory into a flat sheet roughly two feet by 
one and an inch thick, it was very hard and was of a reddish brown colour. It could be cracked by 
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laying it on the ground and hitting it with a hammer into small pieces, but the usual thing to do 
was to put it through a cake cracker, which turned it into a kibbled state ready to be fed. The 
cake cracker was a small machine which was turned with a handle, two rollers on the inside had 
built in projections that broke up the slab as it went through. 

With regard to the amounts fed there was no set rule, and each farmer fed at his own discretion, 
some were good feeders, others were not, and they fed what they thought made sense in their 
own circumstances. 

How veterinary treatment worked in the old days is not clear, Vets were around in the 1930s and 
came in a car, but back in the old days travel was difficult, did the farmers treat their own cattle 
in the best way they could, or were there vets living near at hand ? I am afraid I can’t supply an 
answer to that, but what we do know is that there were veterinary chemists that supplied all sorts 
of oils, embrocations, and in fact drenches and treatments for a great many ills. There were of 
course no antibiotics or many of the drugs of today, but Day and Sons (Crewe) Ltd. went back a 
long way in the supply of medicine, as also did several others. 

And so the usual barn machinery found on most farms consisted of a chaff cutter, root cutters, a 
cake cracker, the cider press and when engines with enough power became available, the saw 
bench. On the larger farms, there was probably a winnower, a machine used for cleaning dust 
and chaff out of grain, where a farmer felt the need to sow his own corn as seed, or when a batch 
of corn from the thresher needed extra cleaning. 
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We have taken a look at life on the farm in the early days, and it is now time to look at life and 
conditions in the farmhouse. 

When farmhouses were built a long time ago, one of the many things to think about was finding 
a water supply, and a water diviner was called in to find a suitable spot to dig. A well was then 
dug by hand, often very deep into the ground, and must have taken a long time with just hand 
tools to use. When a supply had been found, the outside of the well had to be built up with a 
wall surround, bonded with whatever materials were used at the time, probably lime and sand, to 
prevent the sides of the well caving in and filling it up again. With regard to the use of this water 
we see the very old pictures of the top of the well being walled up a few feet, and then a windlass 
erected above with a long chain attached, and this with a bucket on the end of it was let down to 
collect water and then drawn up by winding the handle. 

But hand operated pumps have been around for a long time, and it was one of these that stood in 
the backhouse inside the back door. Underneath was a trough to catch and drain away any water 
wasted while pumping, and this was also a convenient spot for anyone to wash their hands, such 
as when the men were coming in to a meal etc. This was the water supply, and all water used in 
the house had to be collected from here and waste disposed of. Most kitchens however would 
have had a sink of some kind or other with a drain to carry away the waste, but water had to be 
carried to it in a bucket. Some houses however didn’t have a supply indoors, the well being 
outside perhaps in the yard, and in this case the water used indoors had to be fetched in with 
buckets. 

As we look around our homes today, it is difficult to imagine a life without electricity and all the 
appliances that are worked from it, such as the deep freeze, the washing machine, vacuum 
cleaners, the fridge, food mixers, heaters, and not forgetting radio and television. Without these 
aids everything has to be done by hand, and we use our farmhouse here as an example of life and 
conditions as they had to be at the time. 

Many of the floors are of flagstone, with the exception of the kitchen which has a red brick floor, 
now covered for the convenience of cleaning. The doors are very strongly constructed with heavy 
duty metal work, and were obviously built to last for a long time, the back door with its large key 
is still doing its job, as it will probably do so for many years yet. 

Wallpaper was the usual covering for walls, but the modern adhesives we use today did not exist, 
and so the next best thing was to use a flour and water paste, and I can remember my parents 
using this during my childhood. 

Any other wall decorations were done with the old type distemper that had to be diluted with 
water and then applied with a brush, the covering power of this was very poor, it was of a watery 
consistency and needed two or even three coats to give a good result. 

The paints used on doors and woodwork were oil based with none of the pastel colours we see 
today, one could count on seeing brown, dark green or black with white for windows. All 
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downstairs rooms have heavy oak beams across the ceiling, to provide the main support for the 
timbers and flooring above. 

This house like others around us has seen changes over the years and alterations have been made, 
but we will look back at the way this house was up to 1960 or thereabouts. On entering the back 
door we come into the backhouse, on the left was the old green hand pump and trough and 
ahead are three doors. The door on the left leads to the kitchen (or living room) and through a 
door at one end ascends a flight of stairs to the bedrooms on the kitchen end of the house. 
Through another door is the sitting room with an inglenook (or chimney corner) and a baker’s 
oven. 

The door straight ahead leads into the entrance hall, the front door and the main stairway. 
Leading off to the right is a passage to the old dairy and the other sitting room. And the door on 
the right leads into the wash house, and then beyond that up a step was the old dairy where the 
butter and cheese was made and stored. 

Returning to the backhouse, this was really an entrance lobby where the men either coming in 
for meals or leaving work, took off their outer working clothes and boots and washed their hands 
under the pump, pegs being provided of course to hang their clothes on. 

The kitchen was the main living room with a large table in the centre. On the left was an old sink 
where vegetables were prepared and dishes washed, there was no water on tap and all water used, 
hot or cold had to be taken to it, there was however a drain outside to take the waste away. The 
Aga cooker that has been there for close on 40 years now does all the cooking, but prior to that 
the most likely cooker to stand in its place would have been the old kitchen range. This was the 
predecessor of the Rayburn, log burning with a roasting oven and hotplates on the top to boil 
kettles and saucepans and for cooking in general. It was made of cast iron and black in 
appearance, and I have heard they could be very temperamental, going well at some times but 
not at others, it all depended on the direction of the wind. 

In the sitting room adjoining the kitchen was the inglenook (or old chimney corner as they were 
called locally), this was set in a recess in the left hand wall. To get in one had to duck under a 
large oak beam set in the wall and enter the area immediately under the chimney. It was here that 
a large iron grate supported by ‘fire dogs’ had been set up. This fire was large and could burn logs 
as long as three feet or even more, and gave out a good heat. Above the fire set into the back of 
the chimney was a steel gallery, and long adjustable back crooks were hung on it to allow kettles 
and boilers to be used over it. The crooks could be slid from side to side, and also adjusted up or 
down, to allow the kettle or boiler to be positioned where the fire was hottest. The kettles and 
boilers used were of cast iron and were very heavy to handle, we are thinking of a kettle holding a 
gallon of water, and a boiler holding two gallons or more. Around the fire were armchairs, 
usually the older ones that had seen better days, but still comfortable to sit on. 
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Also in this area was the bakers oven where they made their own bread, almost every farm around 
here has one of these, the farmer would save back some of his best wheat for this purpose, and 
have it ground at the local mill in lots of about 14 lbs. at a time. The dough was then risen with 
yeast and baked, this bread being made from home produced wheat, organically grown, with 
nothing taken out and with all its natural bran and fibre left in. The baker’s oven was really just a 
brick built cavity set into the wall, with a cast iron door. I have never seen these used as they 
went out of use before my time, but I understand that faggot wood was burnt inside until a pile 
of red hot coals covered the floor, the bricks absorbed and retained the heat, and after cleaning 
out the embers, the trays of bread was put in to bake. I have heard that this bread was superb, 
with a good crust and of excellent flavour. 

We now move on to the wash house, where mounted on the wall high up on the left side, is a 
large shelf that has for years provided storage for animal medicines and treatments. On the beams 
above are a number of hooks to hang poultry or meat, and straight ahead is the old furnace (or 
‘copper’ as many people called it), that was used for washing or any time when a large amount of 
water was needed, such as when killing a pig. The copper was a brick structure built into the 
corner of the room. Underneath was a fireplace, and a chimney went through the roof outside, 
and set in the top was the furnace container with a wooden cover. These containers were made of 
cast iron, and are used today as calf drinkers, the capacity is about ten gallons plus. 

Until recent years the old copper was still doing its job, but wash day was not just a matter of 
putting clothes in a machine and switching on, early in the morning before breakfast it had to be 
filled with buckets of water and the fire lit, the water then had to be boiled in readiness for 
washing. There was no manmade fibres then, and most clothes were made of cotton, the larger 
items such as bedsheets were boiled in it, while in the case of other things needing more gentle 
treatment, then hot water was taken out and they were hand washed in a small bath or container 
separately. Any dirt or grime on the clothes had to be rubbed out by hand on a wash board with 
a bar of soap, and when all was clean it was rinsed and put through a mangle to squeeze out as 
much of the water as possible, and dried either out of doors on a fine day, or around the kitchen 
range when it rained. Starch was a product used much more in those days, and was used on 
dresses and mans’ shirts to give them a little crispness, and in the case of mans’ shirts to stiffen 
the collars. Having dried the washing it had to be ironed, and this was done with the old flat 
irons that were heated on the cooker, two were in use, while one was being used the other was 
standing on the cooker to heat, and this would take over when the other had cooled down. 
Washing I am told was hard work, all the hand rubbing wore skin off the fingers, and at the end 
of washday the remaining water in the copper had to be dipped out and the pan wiped clean. 

All the fires in the farmhouse were log burning, the kitchen range, the inglenook and the copper. 
This was where the winter hedging came in handy, small faggot wood was used to start the fire 
and the size of sticks increased as the fire progressed, the larger logs of course had to be sawn to a 
suitable length by hand. 
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Set in a wall in the centre of the house is a large cupboard that stored the jam and chuthey, but it 
is to the old dairy that we now turn our attention to. This was a large room on the North side of 
the house, and contained all the utensils and equipment for butter and cheese making. Along the 
back wall was a large wooden frame with wide Shelves on it, and it was on these that the butter 
and cheese was stored. Around the room in different places were the separator, the butter churn, 
the cheese press and various other vessels and containers. The separator was a small machine to 
divide the cream from the milk, the butter churn was to turn the cream into butter, and the 
cheese press was to press the cheese. 

Roughly, the method used in cheese making was to put the milk into a large vessel and add 
rennet. After a time the milk divided leaving the ‘curd’ on the top and the whey underneath, and 
then the curd had to be chopped with a special tool with a long handle, which was known as a 
curd cutter. The cheese vats which were circular in shape were lined with muslin on the inside, 
and then the chopped curd was put in and pressed down with the hands, and finally the surplus 
muslin at the top was tucked in and the wooden cover put on. The bottom of these vats had 
holes in them to let out the remaining whey as the cheese was pressed, and the top cover fitted 
inside the outer walls. The cheese was then put under the press, and the single screw was then 
wound down to give the cheese a good pressing, after which it was taken out of its container and 
put on the shelf to mature. The whey was then fed to pigs. 

Butter making was quite a different process, the milk was first put through a separator, a small 
machine turned by hand, which was run up to a high speed and by centrifugal force extracted the 
cream from the rest of the milk. At the top was a container to put the milk in and two spouts 
delivered the cream and milk into separate containers, but it was the cream that was put in the 
butter churn. The butter churn had a strong wooden frame with what resembled a small barrel 
mounted on a shaft with a handle on one end at the side. 

The cover was then clamped on after putting in the cream, and a small spy glass would show 
when the butter had been formed. My mother told of her employment on a nearby farm in her 
youth, when churning butter was part of her duties. She turned the handle and the churn tipped 
end over and for ages, sometimes the butter would form in about half an hour, and at other times 
it would take the greater part of the day, certainly a very tedious task. When the butter had been 
formed it had to be taken out to be ‘worked’, after which it was salted and formed into rounds 
with butter pats. These were flat well smoothed pieces of wood with shaped handles, into which 
grooves had been carved in straight lines, to give the butter a nice imprint on the sides, and the 
final presentation included another imprint on the top of a cow or something similar. This was 
done with a butter print, a small device that had been carved underneath. 

The milk separated from the cream did not have to be wasted, it could be turned into skimmed 
milk cheese by adding rennet, and although this was inferior to the real thing it was perfectly 
edible, but had a glassy or waxy texture. 
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It is only to be expected from a generation that built things to last that furniture should follow 
suit, and this was shown in the type of furniture that prevailed at the time. It was built strong 
and durable, the main wood used being mahogany, light and medium oak, and to a lesser degree 
walnut and ebony. It was built of solid wood, often carved with many items well ornamented. 
Upstairs we could count on seeing large wardrobes, a wash stand, a dressing table and the old 
iron bedstead with brass knobs on the head among other things. Downstairs we could count on 
there being a sideboard in the sitting room, probably a grandfather clock in the hall and in the 
kitchen a dresser and a settle. The dresser was a must in every kitchen, on the top shelf were 
polished shelves to display plates etc. and these were stood up to show themselves off to the best 
advantage, and hanging on hooks at the front were jugs and things of that kind, while 
underneath were doored cupboards to keep the remaining crockery and cooking utensils. The 
settle, now rarely seen, was a long wooden seat with a back on it, and could seat 3 or 4 people 
side by side and I have seen a large one that seated even five. 

The lighting in the farmhouse was supplied by oil lamps and candles. Although there were 
hanging oil lamps, the type usually found was the brass table lamp and this stood in the middle 
of the table. It was made up of a small tank holding paraffin which fed a wick to the burner 
above, the wick had to be lit with a match and the glass (or globe as we called it) was put on. If 
the wick was turned high, obviously there was a bigger flame and more light was given out, but 
care had to be taken to see that the flame kept well away from the glass, or a piece of it would 
crack out leaving a hole, making the glass useless. But the candle was the small light to carry 
around from room to room and going to bed. It was stuck into a candlestick which saved the 
grease from being wasted on the floor, but it was always wise to carry a box of matches in case it 
blew out. Out of doors the old storm lantern came into its own, again oil burning but better 
protected against the wind as its name implied. In a strong wind however it would go out, and 
the best thing a farmer could do in a situation like this, was to grope his way in the dark until he 
had reached the cowstall or building and relight it again inside, it could then be hung up from a 
chain above. Compared with the brilliant electric light of today, the light supplied by the oil 
lamp, the lantern and the candle was very poor, but it was all that they had and they accepted the 
poor light they provided. 

Foodwise they did pretty well as a farm is an excellent source of food. They had their own eggs, 
milk, butter and cheese, they made their own bread, and as for meat they often killed a pig, 
rabbits abounded in the field and there was always something in the poultry line that could be 
caught up to make a dinner. They grew a plentiful supply of vegetables and during the summer 
months young turnips could be pulled from the field, in the autumn a cattle cabbage and in the 
winter there were the swedes. 

In addition to all these they had a plentiful supply of cider, and a collection of home made wines 
that had been made previously from fruits and flowers collected from the farm. Some of the most 
popular were wines made from dandelion, elderberry, parsnip, carrot and the sloe, (this was the 
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fruit of the blackthorn), and wines of course can be made from almost anything, and I have 
heard that a glass of wheat wine was an effective pick me up after a heavy day in the market. 

In the absence of the deep freezer, there was little to preserve meat apart from salt. When a pig 
was killed the offal would have to be eaten within about a week or so before it went off, the head 
was made into brawn and the remaining joints had to be salted. This had to be done in a wooden 
tub as salt is corrosive when in contact with metal, the joints were packed in with salt all around 
them, and the salt that had been previously bought in blocks had to be crumbled and put in by 
hand, seeing that at the end all the meat was surrounded:with salt and covered over. Although 
this method of preservation worked well enough there were drawbacks, the meat came out very 
salt to the taste, and this coupled with the farmers habit of keeping a pig until it was large and 
fed on barley meal, together produced meat that was very fat and salt, not I am sure to the taste 
of the modern housewife. 

There was no fridge, so they had to use the next best thing which was the meat safe. This was of 
metal construction with perforated zinc walls and a close fitting door, the object being to keep 
out the Blowfly and to store cooked meat etc. This fly had a nasty habit of laying its eggs into the 
meat, and in a matter of days it became a seething mass of maggots. Although the meat safe was 
reasonably effective, if the door didn’t fit well enough the fly still got in. 

In addition to all the food mentioned were apples, blackberries and mushrooms that could be 
picked during the season, and apart from any fresh meat bought from a butcher, the whole 
attitude was to be self-supporting on food produced on the farm both for man and beast. 

In those days there was no bathroom or indoor toilet, and these facilities were not laid on here 
until 1960, when a new bathroom and toilet was built in part of the old dairy. The wash house 
was the usual place to have a bath and a long galvanized bath came into use for this purpose. Hot 
and cold water had to be put into it with buckets, and afterwards it had to be emptied and the 
waste carried away. I have however seen the old ‘hip baths’ that were used in years gone by, they 
were short with a back to them, and by the shape I canonly imagine that these were used in a ‘sit 
in and knees up’ position. 

The toilet, or W.C. as they were known was situated in a shed in the garden. It had a door with a 
bolt on it on the inside, and at the back was a seat, this was of flat timber both on the top and at 
the front, and in the top two holes had been cut out, a choice for adults and children with a large 
and a small. Underneath was a pit that had to be cleaned out at intervals and the contents spread 
on the land, with the ‘toilet paper’ being squares of newspaper hanging on a nail in the wall. This 
was quite a pleasant arrangement in the summer, but when frost and snow was around it was 
quite a different story, especially for the poor unfortunate urgently waiting outside to go in. 

Today there are very few poultry kept on local farms, unlike the old days when they were allowed 
on free range, and the local Fox Hunt was then probably of more value to the farmer than they 
are now, and had a better following. 
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With regard to pheasants and partridges, (now rather thin on the ground) there were quite a few 
around then, the arable acreage in those days provided a good food supply, and since corn crops 
have become almost non existent.in this part of the world the numbers have decreased. The game 
on the farm were the property of the owner, and in the case of a tenanted farm only the rabbits 
were for the tenants use. 

Rabbits were either shot, trapped or caught with ferrets and nets, the trapping was of course by 
the snare, or wire that was set up in the rabbits ‘run’ or by the old cruel gin trap, now no longer 
legal and rightly so. 

A few people hunted the badger and there were also a few hares to be found, but in general it was 
a question of catching rabbits in one way or another that provided the main sport in the area, 
and it also produced the main ingredient for making rabbit stew. 

There was no radio or television and therefor very little in the way of home entertainment apart 
from the gramophone. There was the old horn type early on, and this was to be replaced later 
with the portable, and it was on these that a small selection of the old 78s were played over and 
over again, and unless someone in the family could play a musical instrument, the gramophone 
provided the only music in the home. 

Most of the ladies of the house however took a keen interest in crochet, embroidery, dress 
making, knitting and sewing, not forgetting the mending and the darning of woollen socks. And 
there were the card parties, when friends were invited in for a game of cards and a chat, and I 
have heard that these parties often went on into the early hours of the morning. 
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Although basically good natured and helpful to others, attitudes were hard especially in respect of 
moral issues. Divorce was looked upon as a disgrace and was almost unheard of, if people didn’t 
get on they just stuck it out in the best way they could. If a young girl became pregnant, then she 
and her boyfriend were expected to get married as soon as possible to save the family honour, 
hence the term ‘shot gun wedding’. If for any reason she didn’t get married, then she would 
never be thought much of and no self-respecting chap would have anything to do with her. Even 
if one was prepared to turn the blind eye, they would only face strong family opposition and 
nothing would come of it. There must have been quite a few girls in this situation over the years, 
that had little or no chance of a good marriage after that. 

When a boy was born into a farming family, his destiny was planned from the beginning, he was 
expected to grow up properly and become a farmer, and later on he was expected to marry a 
farmer’s daughter, one of his own kind and used to work on the farm. Family pride was high on 
the agenda, children were brought up strictly and had to do as they were told, if they did this all 
was well, but if they didn’t, they would hear about in no uncertain terms. If a young man 
married a girl from a larger farm than their own, it was said that he had done well for himself and 
had married into moneys but if he married someone from a smaller farm then he had ‘married 
below himself!’. Keeping up, and not being let down in the eyes of others was a very important 
thing to most people. A farmer’s son then, was expected to marry a farmer’s daughter, any girl 
outside the farming circle would not be welcomed into the family, no matter how nice a person 
she was or how hard she worked, farming was a ‘closed shop’ where farming families married into 
farming families. 

The borrowing of money was another thing that the farming community felt strongly about, it 
was regarded as a wrong practice to have goods in their possession that hadn’t been paid for, and 
as a result, if they didn’t have the money in hand then they didn’t buy. No one wanted a 
‘millstone’ hanging around their neck, they had to save hard until they had enough and then was 
the time to get the thing they wanted. The exception to this was in the case of a farmer who had 
bought a farm or a parcel of land, and he might then have to take up a mortgage. 

The family doctor in those days had to be paid for his services, there was no National Health 
Service, and it was the usual thing to have a quarterly bill for any attention, treatment and 
medicine supplied. 

Before we leave the old days we will look at just a few things that were done, and used in the 
home. Horse hair was used to help pad the seats in easy chairs, settees etc., poultry feathers were 
used to fill pillows and bolsters in the beds, and woven rush mats were often used in the 
backhouse. There were bellows beside the fireplaces, to help blow a bit more life into a fire that 
wasn’t going too well, the barometer that hung in the hall, and the old bed warming equipment 
that was used before the rubber hot water bottle came on the scene. The most common in use 
was the heavy stone water bottle that was put in the bed to warm it, and this would have to be 
taken out before getting into bed. Or another thing found in some homes was the warming pan, 
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this was really a flat round brass or copper container on a long handle, and I understand that this 
was heated by filling it with red hot coals and then moved around between the sheets to give an 
instant warm, but not left in. 

As the men worked hard out of doors so did the women in, there was little to aid the 
housekeeping but the brush and the dustpan. There was no vacuum cleaner and so the mats had 
to be taken up and beaten outside the back door, the floors had to be swept, and then the stone 
floors had to be scrubbed on hands and knees with a scrubbing brush and wiped with a cloth. 

There was no water on tap, and this meant much more fetching and carrying of water, there was 
butter and cheese to make, and the cooking was not just for the family the workers living in also 
had to be catered for, and their rooms cleaned and their washing done. In addition to this, ashes 
from the fires had to be taken out and a new supply of logs brought in, and it has always been an 
unwritten law that the women should look after the small calves and the poultry, as well as giving 
a hand with the milking when needed, all in all a very busy life. 

To sum up then, a generation that did almost everything by hand labour, both indoors and out, 
very self-supporting in food and fuel, having strong views about what was right and wrong, but 
were good hearted and willing to help others, and what they lacked in equipment and 
entertainment was made up for by goodwill and team spirit between the people that worked 
there. They were a generation that looked around them, and used all the things the farm could 
offer with the minimum of purchase from outside, and there was little on the farm that didn’t 
have some use or another. 

And it was into this background that I was born in 1926, and I have my own memories of life as 
it existed during my childhood in the 1930s. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Although the fortunes of farming had been far from good in the early part of the century, the 
situation became even worse in the early part of the 1930’s and farmers found it hard to make 
ends meet. This was the time of the Great Depression, when everyone was in difficulty, we hear 
of the time when workers in the Towns queued endlessly, desperately looking for non-existent 
jobs and found little success in doing so.-There was no Welfare State at the time, and therefore 
there was not the support from the State as we know it today. The Trade Union movement as we 
know it today goes back to this time when the Unions were formed to protect the interests of the 
working man. 

It was also the time when the Milk Marketing Board was formed to help create greater stability 
for the farmer, and I have heard many of the older farmers say that the MMB was the best thing 
that had happened to them, it hadn’t made them rich but they were a good help. The system 
under which the Board operates is that they are the actual buyer of the milk from the farmer, and 
it is then sold to the Dairies. In so doing it has the power to explore all available markets, and get 
as good a return for the farmer as possible. It guarantees to take all the milk a farmer produces 
and find a market for it, providing that all milk supplied is ‘pure new milk, with nothing added 
or taken away’. And so when we see the Dairy Company collecting from a farm, they will buy 
the milk from the MMB who will in due course pay the farmer. The Dairies prior to MMB days 
must have had everything their way, and could pay just what they liked. 

I have been told that the prices received for all products on the farm were extremely low and 
hardly paid for doing, and although conditions improved a little later on in the thirties, this 
period only provided a meagre income for the producer, but farmers are a tenacious breed and 
will survive when many others would fail, and most if not all kept the ship afloat and came to 
better times in the War years, when the farmer was very much needed to provide food for the 
Nation. 

Conditions on the farm workwise had changed very little, more or less as before, hand work 
indoors and out with little development going on. But things had changed in other ways, 
particularly in road transport, although the old steam wagons were still going up and down 
Staple Hill, there were also petrol driven lorries coming around with pneumatic tyres. They were 
not the large lorries we know today, but were comparatively small and one carrying 3 tons was 
regarded as large at the time. Nevertheless it enabled supplies to come from farther afield, and 
cattle feeds and fertilizers became more readily available, and were delivered direct to the farm. 

The milk was collected by a lorry from the milk factory at Hemyock, and also a local haulier did 
a round and took his load of milk to West Somerset Dairies at Taunton. The company at 
Hemyock was Wilts United Dairies, and went on taking milk from this area for many years, but 
now in ten gallon churns; not seventeens as in times before. The milk lorry did not call at each 
farm it had a set route, where the lorry was passing a farm, a milkstand was erected outside by the 
roadside to put their churns on, but the others had to meet the lorry with the horse and cart: and 
bring back their empties for the next day’s milk. There was little in the way of standards, an 
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inspector worked in the unloading area at the factory and lifted the covers, if the milk looked 
alright and smelt alright, it was passed with no testing for butterfat or any other constituent. If 
the milk didn’t pass then it was returned to the farmer the next day, and he wasn’t paid for it. 
Neither were cattle tested for Tuberculosis or Brucellosis, and there was little or no control over 
milk quality or animal health from the powers above. 
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Motor transport of various kinds had been slowly making its presence felt for several years, and 
by the early 1930’s there was a bus service linking Chard to Taunton. This was run by the 
Western National bus company and its route from Chard came through Wadeford, Combe St. 
Nicholas, Buckland St, Mary, Staple Fitzpaine and then on to Taunton. It was a service that ran 
to and fro from early morning until late evening, and must have been new horizons for the 
public who had previously been confined to their own locality. People were now able to shop in 
the Town and even work there, there was transport to take them to work and back, and in many 
cases they could find a better income than the rural area could provide. Another service was 
provided by Miles and Lee of Combe St. Nicholas, and this ran between the times of the 
National bus, and so if anyone missed one pus then another would be coming along shortly 
afterwards. 

Motor cycles had been around in the 1920s, very often with a sidecar attached which allowed an 
extra passenger to be carried, and I suppose B.S.A. and Triumph are the names that come to 
mind when thinking of manufacturers, British made with no sign of the Japanese at that time. 
They continued to increase in the 1930s as also did the motor car. 

There were very few around in my early school days, just a few mainly in the hands of younger 
people, some of the older ones were a little more reluctant to change their way of life and learn to 
drive. But of course they did learn, and my earliest recollections of the motor car was the old 
Austin 7, a small box shaped car, which was reported to be ideal for courting as the occupants 
had to sit close together. In general the old cars were of low horse power, well-built but rather 
slow and lacking all the high performance and comfort of the modern car of today, usually 
sluggish and with a lot of gear changing on hills. Another of the old cars I remember was a three 
wheeler with one wheel in front, and this had a nasty habit of turning over when cornering, and 
it was nothing to see its owner pushing it upright again, and getting red faced in the process. 
Later on came the Austin Ruby, the Ford 8, the Morris 8, and beyond that the Austin 10s, 12s 
and 16s. 

There were two road hauliers in the district by now, Fred Grabham at Blackwater and Tom 
Board at Bishopswood, and both did general haulage as well as taking livestock to market. There 
were two bakers calling, Douglas Dyer of Corfe and W.K. Grinter from Ilminster, and now there 
was no further need to make bread any more. Eggs were collected by Bert and Walter Smith of 
West Hatch, who came along every week in an old Trojan car with solid rubber tyres, and at 
blackberry time they also took blackberries which I understand went to the dye factories. There 
was a butcher by the name of Denman, a Mr. Watts that came around on a bicycle selling garden 
seeds, and John Paul the postman who went around our part of the world on foot, with his 
postbag on his back. 

There can be no doubt that motor transport changed the community, although the number of 
cars seen around were still not great, at least some of the people could get around in a way that a 
few years before would not have been possible and were no longer confined to their own locality. 
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The motor vehicle, whether car, bus or lorry had brought a big change to the rural areas, and this 
change was to gradually increase until a few years later almost every family had a car. Lorries were 
to become more powerful and larger with a greater carrying capacity, the buses did a good trade 
for many years afterwards, and the old pattern of living in a close community was well and truly 
on its way out. 

As I mentioned earlier, the roads in the early part of this century were rough and little more than 
rolled stones, but advances had been made over the years, and in my young days they were tarred 
and gravelled as they are now. This was done by hand labour, and I can remember barrels of tar 
being delivered and left by the roadside, and then a group of Council workers came along to 
sweep the roads and trim the verges. When they came back to tar the roads they brought with 
them the equipment they needed and also a tar boiler. This was a comparatively small machine 
on iron wheels that was pulled along as the work progressed, it was a fairly simple thing and 
more or less a coal burning fire that heated the tar to make it fluid, and to make its application 
possible. After spreading the heated tar on the road with brushes the gravel was scattered over it, 
and the work was completed by having a good rolling with a steam roller. Although the stretch of 
road resurfaced in a day was not great, the job had been done well, and lacked all the loose 
chippings that create so much havoc with our car windscreens today. In the autumn a team of 
two or three men came to trim the hedges by the roadside, this was done with staff hooks and as 
they went along, the parings were scraped up and left in heaps by the side of the road, and these 
were collected later with a lorry and taken away, leaving all the country lanes tidy. 

From time to time the hills had unwelcome visitors, the gypsies who came along with their 
convoy of horses and highly painted caravans and camped by the roadside, anywhere where there 
was a wide strip of grass to park off the road, and Dommets Cross and places like that were the 
target. They were unpopular for a number of reasons, the wood they burnt in their fires was 
usually taken from a farmer’s hedge, as were the sticks used in making clothes pegs, they had 
dogs that caught rabbits and a certain amount of poaching went on, and although they usually 
grazed their horses by the roadside, it was not uncommon to use a farmer’s field overnight, and 
then take them out again before daylight. There was always the risk of other types of stealing, and 
everyone were on their guard when they were around, and of course the gypsy women who called 
at the door selling clothes pegs were also unpopular, but they could be very persuasive, and a lot 
of people were afraid they would put a curse on them if they didn’t buy, and bought more out of 
fear than need. 

The tramp, vagrant or wayfarer, call him what you will was very often seen on the Chard to 
Wellington road, but he was less of a pest than the gypsy. It was a usual thing for people living 
near the road to have a visit from one of these asking for hot water or a spoonful of tea so that he 
could make himself a drink, these people were never asked in of course, but if their request was 
granted they would go away quite happy and give no trouble. They came for their water in an old 
tin can such as a cocoa tin, and were often seen pushing an old pram to carry their belongings. 
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Telephones at this time were few and far between, most people used the postal service as a 
general rule, but would go to someone with a telephone in an emergency situation, such as in the 
case of illness when a doctor was needed. 

We had our first radio in the mid 1930s, and it was a Marconi with glass valves (not transistors 
then), and this was run from an accumulator which had to be charged from time to time. The 
accumulator was like a small scale car battery with acid in it, and it was charged at a garage or by 
someone with a generator. The radio was the first thing in the home for entertainment since the 
gramophone, and it made a good change from the old 78s we had become so weary of. 

We were still using our bicycles at this time, our first car didn’t come until the early forties, and I 
can remember my father and I riding our bicycles to Taunton to deliver Christmas poultry to 
MacFisheries, we each had a box of chicken on the back carrier and a row across the front of the 
handlebars, but we made it, they had to be sold and boxes of poultry were not very convenient to 
carry on a bus. 
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Because the cars and other traffic were comparatively slow and rather thin on the ground, it was 
quite safe to allow children to walk to school as they had done all the way back through the years. 
The time for starting school was 5 for those living within 1½ miles or so, but children living 
farther afield started after their sixth birthday. On arriving at school pupils were assembled for 
prayers and the singing of hymns, and then the register was called. 

Part of the teaching in the infants class, was that the alphabet and tables were regularly recited 
‘parrot fashion’ with the newcomers following the older ones, and although this may seem old-
fashioned nowadays it worked, and they learnt this part of their education very early on. The 
older ones in the next room sat at desks with built in inkwells, and used pens with nibs, dipping 
them in and then drying their work with blotting paper. 

There was no ‘out of class’ teaching as there is today, and apart from break time pupils sat at their 
desks and learnt their lessons. The only outside activity was physical training but this was only 
about once a week, the cane was used for the more serious bad behaviour, and for minor offences 
it was a question of being given lines, 100 lines of ‘I must not run in school’ or whatever they 
may have done wrong. There were no school meals, and their needs in food and drink had to be 
brought from home, this was carried in the satchel every child wore around their shoulders, and 
these were hung up in the lobby with their coats. It was not unusual for a child to be kept in at 
break time, either to write out lines for some misdeed or other, and perhaps in a case where a 
pupil hadn’t given a good enough effort in a previous lesson, and they would have to do it again. 
In general, the teachers treated their pupils fairly but expected results and discipline was strict. 

Although the children of the area had been given all their education over the years in the Parish 
school, in the mid 1930s for the first time the over elevens were moved on to the larger school at 
Combe St. Nicholas. At the age of eleven all pupils were subjected to the 11 plus examination, 
only a few managed to pass, those that passed went on to Ilminster Grammar School to finish 
their education while the others left school at 14 and started work. 

The two highlights of the school year was the summer outing and the Christmas party. The 
summer outing was nearly always to South Devon, and usually Teignmouth, Exmouth and that 
part of the world was chosen, not too far away and a resort with sand. 

The Christmas party was always looked forward to, every year after an afternoon of games all the 
pupils sat down to a good tea, and then Mrs. George of Buckland House dressed as Father 
Christmas presented every child with a present. In addition each child ended up with an orange 
and a bag of sweets to take home, and it was a party no one wanted to miss, but of course some 
had to as colds and ‘flu are usually about at this time. 

Although this article was never intended to be the life story of anyone, but about life and 
conditions over the years, I include a little family history at this point to explain how I came to 
live at Lanes Farm. My father as I mentioned earlier lost his father at the age of two, his mother 
married again and raised a second family, and as the first family left school they were sent out 
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into the world to earn their own living. During his childhood as often happens in second 
marriages, his stepfather always gave preferential treatment to his own children, and the first 
family could do no right and were very often blamed for things they hadn’t done. He suffered the 
hardship of going to live away from home at the early age of thirteen, and during his teens he 
made up his mind that by some means or other he would become a farmer like the father he 
never knew. Perhaps the sad part of it all is that he never had any financial assistance from his 
family, or had any money left him and even when his mother died many years later, the estate 
was shared between the second family. 

And so through many years he battled to climb the ladder with no assistance frog anyone. The 
pay of a farm worker was very low, but with the very careful handling of money and a lot of self-
sacrifice by 1930 he had raised enough money to take a smallholding at Blackwater. Through the 
30s he managed his little farm during evenings and weekends, and did a full time job by day, 
with mother holding the fort while he was away. In 1940, his uncle at Moorseek Farm was 
retiring, and it was agreed between them that father should take on a tenancy on the 148 acre 
farm. But the battle was not yet over, my father and his uncle didn’t get on at all well and had 
frequent disagreements, and so in 1945 father bought a smaller farm of his own at West Hatch, 
after more than 30 years of sweat and tears he had realised his ambition to have a farm of his 
own. 

I came back to the hills I love in 1957 when I married my late wife, and together as partners took 
on the tenancy from my late in-laws who were retiring. And here began the happiest years of my 
life, as a team of two both indoors and out we worked hard to realise our ambition to be the 
owners of Lanes Farm, and this we did several years ago after the death of her father, and it seems 
so hard that when we were within striking distance of clearing our debt on the farm, she should 
be taken away with cancer at the early age of 52, such is the battle of life. One of the many sad 
thoughts I have today is that we were denied our dreams of retirement, taking life a little easier, 
having a few of the holidays we were unable to take during our working life, and be able to sit 
back with the knowledge that we had achieved all the things we had set out to do all those years 
ago. 

My father had climbed the farming ladder as many others did, starting with a smallholding and 
then moving on, and it is sad to see today farms becoming forever larger and the disappearance of 
the smallholding, the very thing that allowed people to make a start. 
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Before we leave the thirties, let us look back to the time when the shops in the Town gave 
personal service. When we go into a store or supermarket today, we find an endless supply of 
goods on display but the service from the staff is very poor, it is possible to go in and out the 
store without buying anything and nobody seems to care, whether we go out of the supermarket 
with one item or many doesn’t seem to matter. Many of the assistants seem to have little 
knowledge of the things they sell, and seem to be just there to take the money, but not so many 
years back there was personal service when shopkeepers did care, and wanted to help and please 
the customer. It was usual for an assistant to greet them as they entered the door, they were 
friendly and helpful and would go to no end of trouble to help the customer to find what they 
needed. The customer was treated as a friend as in fact they were, after all without the customer 
there is no paypacket for the staff. 
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To give some idea of how East Street in Taunton was in the thirties, we start opposite Dunns 
Motors and move on towards the Parade. To begin with we come to Brakes, a clothing store 
where the customer went to an assistant and told them what they wanted, and the articles were 
then fetched and shown, if the first thing didn’t suit, then more would be brought until a 
purchase was made. Along the pavement was Hawkes the ironmongers, who sold almost every 
household article from a saucepan to a ball of string or a mousetrap, again the assistants did the 
fetching and carrying. 

Farther along was the Home and Colonial Stores and the International Stores, both with large 
counters and assistants and goods behind them, and it was the assistant that gathered the 
groceries together and all the customer had to do was pay. In many cases chairs were laid on for 
the benefit of the older ones, so that they could rest awhile until their order was ready. 

Woolworths was the 3d. and 6d. store, with girls behind the counters, and at Christmas it was 
absolutely full of people and almost impossible to get into. Wilson and Marke and Clements and 
Brown , the clothing shops we come to next on our way to Marks and Spencers which was then 
the 5/- store. Beyond that was the Fifty Shilling Tailors, where they lived up to their name and 
sold mens’ suits at 50/- (£2.50). 

Back on the other side of the street near Dunns was Serles, the decorators’ supply shop, although 
I am not sure whether they were there in the thirties or not, but certainly in later years they were 
there giving helpful advice and service, and were quite willing to help their customers in their 
choice of wallpaper, and even advised on the colour of the paint that would go best with it. 

In most shops at this time staff were friendly and helpful, the exact opposite of the impersonal 
‘couldn’t care less’ attitude of today. People at this time cared, when do we see someone taking 
the trouble to see an old lady across the street anymore? I must hasten to add that the stores 
mentioned were the principal ones along the street, but there were many other shops of various 
kinds in between them. 

I suppose we can sum up the thirties as being a time when farming practices had changed little, 
but motor transport had been increasing all the time and was changing the lifestyle of the people. 
As transport came along so many things changed, the old mills that had served the community 
for centuries were on the decline, the village store did a little less trade as also did other local 
traders, people were now able to travel farther afield and the world was becoming a much larger 
place. 

And so 1940 was to be a special year for me, we were moving into a larger farm, I was leaving 
school, and although no one knew at the time it was to be the beginning of the greatest 
revolution that farming had ever seen. A time when everything over the following years was to 
change, new technology, new machinery, different breeds of cattle, higher milk yields and 
standards, new methods of working, and even a change in the attitudes and behaviour of the 
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people, a time of great change was about to begin and it all began in 1940 at the commencement 
of War. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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PART TWO 1940 — 1990 

In 1940, little had changed in the farming scene, the same breeds of cattle, hand milking, root 
growing, hay made loose, and the horse providing the power on the farm. But many things were 
to change in the War years, not all at once of course, but nevertheless many changes did occur at 
this time, and we began to take the first steps towards the mechanical and technological age of 
today. 

In 1939 we became at War with Germany for the second time this Century. Adolf Hitler had a 
great obsession to create a large German Empire, and quite early in the War over ran the 
Netherlands and France, and the next step was obviously to capture the British Isles as soon as 
possible afterwards. We were a group of islands that depended at that time on a fair quantity of 
imported food, and to the Germans starving us out was the obvious weapon to use, plus of 
course the heavy bombing of our Cities and trying to demoralise the people, which Hitler hoped 
would lead to our Country’s submission. But this was not to be, under the strong and 
determined leadership of Winston Churchill with help from the Americans and others, we 
eventually overcame the threat, the Germans were driven back and the War came to an end in 
1945, leaving Germany a divided Nation split up between Russia, America and Britain, and 
occupied by armed forces to see that no uprising would occur again. 

Quite early in the War, submarines (or U boats as they were known) were positioned in the 
shipping lanes to sink merchant ships bringing food and other supplies to this country, and a 
great many of these shipments ended up at the bottom of the sea with many lives lost. Merchant 
ships were then protected by the Royal Navy and came in convoys with Naval escort, but even so 
losses still occurred and it became obvious that more food would have to be produced at home. 
This is where the farmer came into the picture, the farming community were now very much 
needed to make their contribution to the War effort, and incomes improved as a result. 

Before we continue our farming story, let us look at life and conditions during the War years as it 
affected the people of this country, and in particular our own lives here in Buckland. At the 
beginning of War no one knew the outcome of course, we were going to fight for our freedom 
and the people had to be protected. Everyone was issued with a gas mask and shown how to use 
it, this was to give protection in case of poison gas attack and fortunately these were never 
needed. Everyone had an Identity card, and were issued with ration books that were necessary to 
control the country’s stock of food, clothing and petrol etc. 

In particular, the larger Cities were being heavily bombed, with a great deal of destruction and 
loss of life, and as a result children of school age were evacuated to the safer rural areas. Every 
parish had batches of these Children coming along from time to time, and homes had to be 
found for them. 

There were quite a few evacuees here in Buckland and most houses around here had one or two, 
being fed and cared for and attending school with the other local children. This state of affairs 
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continued until it was safe to return home again, certainly not all of them were to meet Mum 
and Dad again. 

Aircraft at this time lacked the precision navigational equipment of today, and to make life more 
difficult for the enemy blackout restrictions came into force. It was an offence for any light to be 
seen, and heavy curtains or blankets had to cover all windows, and lanterns shielded when in use 
out of doors. The object of this was to have the whole Country in darkness so that the enemy 
wouldn’t be able to find any landmarks to help them. Special Constables were on the lookout for 
any light showing anywhere, and any offender would have a visit from them immediately, with a 
warning being given that any further trouble would lead to prosecution. 

As a result the enemy found life difficult and often dropped their bombs rather wide of the mark. 
At one point the woods between Castle Neroche and Curland Church were attacked with 
explosive and incendiary bombs (probably meant for Taunton) and the woods set alight. Three 
bombs were dropped in a neat row in a field close to Lane End cattery, and had these fell less 
than a hundred yards farther on, the house would have been demolished and the occupants 
killed. At another time a bomb blew a large crater in the Curland road quite close to Crossways 
Farm and the hedges were destroyed. It was a regular occurrence to near bombs exploding in the 
night, and when two land mines were dropped in an orchard at Thornfalcon, the blast rattled 
crockery in the cupboards here in Buckland several miles away. 

We soon became used to the sights and sounds of War, the air raid warning was given by the 
sirens in our nearest Towns. On a calm day these could be heard quite clearly, the warning being 
given by a wavering up and down sound, and the one even tone giving the ‘all clear’ when the 
risk of attack was over. 

There were always plenty of aircraft to be seen from the airfields around us, Trickey Warren and 
Smeatharpe were Spitfire bases of Fighter Command, Dunkeswell over the Devon border was an 
American air base for Liberator bombers, and Merryfield near Ilminster was also operational 
throughout the War, having various uses and different types of planes. At one point just before 
the invasion of France, Dakota’s towing gliders were seen for a while, these gliders were the same 
type used in the invasion, but whether troops were sent from Merryfield, or whether this was for 
pilot training is uncertain, as no details were given to the public about the movements or 
intention of the Armed Forces. 

But it was the Spitfire we knew so well, often flying low just above the treetops or following the 
contours of the ground, down into the valleys and up the other side. They were seen every day, 
but we never tired of seeing them around, and grew to love the sound of the Rolls Royce Merlin 
engine, so much more pleasant than the noise of the modern jet. 

Searchlights were used in the War to seek out high flying planes during, the hours of darkness, 
and one of these was in position in a field at the top of the hill before reaching the village on the 
right hand side. The small Army crew in charge of it lived in a Nissen but at the bottom of the 
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hill near the river, and from time to time this very strong light was seen sending its beam of light 
high into the sky. 

Two of the organisations that have been made fun of to a certain extent over the years, are the 
Womens Institute and the Home Guard. The W.I. have become known as the ‘jam makers’, and 
in fact among other things they did make jam, and this was sold alongside the other factory made 
products, one had a choice, but if the W.I. product was chosen it was still under the preserves 
ration, and could only be obtained by handing over the relevant coupon. 

The other organisation was the Home Guard, nicknamed over the years as Dads Army, as it was 
partly made up of the older men of the area, but of course there were younger men in it as well, 
and many of its members were farmers. Early in the War, the Home Guard was set up as part of 
the country’s Local Defence programme, and almost every Town and village had its own group, 
or platoon as they were known. The Buckland platoon was under Col. Pringle, and we were all 
issued with Army battledress, greatcoat, tin hat, gas mask etc., and a .300 Winchester rifle with a 
clip of ammunition, which we kept home with us. Every Sunday morning we met for drill, 
usually in the Dommets Cross area, and also for a weekday meeting in the evening at the 
Assembly Rooms, to receive instruction on War tactics, weapons and things of that kind. From 
time to time we went on the firing range in the woods below Castle Neroche, to shoot at a target 
200 yards away, and at one point were shown how to throw a Mills bomb in preparation for our 
visit to Langport to throw the real thing, which we did shortly afterwards. 

Part of our duties was to guard Newhaven bridge at Marsh, and six of us were sent down just 
before dark to spend the night. Two of us were put on guard with our rifles on a two hour shift, 
then to be relieved by two others, the members not on guard slept in a tent by the riverside on 
straw paillasses, which made sleep virtually impossible as every time someone moved the straw 
rustled and kept us awake. At another time we were involved in a night exercise against Combe 
Home Guard, and I can well remember having to lie flat on ground white with frost for what 
seemed like ages, and became chilled to the bone. 

The Home Guard was disbanded just before the War came to an end, and all members were 
allowed to keep the clothing part of their equipment, and each was given a certificate in 
recognition of their services. As it happened the Home Guard was not involved in combat, but if 
the Germans had invaded our country the story of the Home Guard would have been very 
different. 

Through the War years film shows were put on by the Ministry of Information and at intervals 
came to Buckland. There was no television at this time, and these films kept us up to date with 
progress being made in the War, and of course when we were doing well this proved a boost to 
the morale to the people. 

But the greatest boost to morale were the visits from the Chard concert party with Harold Rogers 
and George White the comedians, Leslie Drake the magician, Doreen Hobbs the contortionist, 
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and a pianist. Harold Rogers with his quick fire dialect without his dentures, would I am sure put 
many of our present day comics to shame, in his working life he was a delivery van driver for the 
Co-op. 

Buckland came through the War unscathed and we were all very lucky, unlike the inhabitants of 
the large Cities, where whole areas were turned to rubble with many lives lost. 

With the enemy U boats creating havoc with our imports something had to be done, food had to 
be rationed as also was clothing and petrol. Many items were in short supply, and even everyday 
articles were often unobtainable, and a wait of several weeks was not uncommon before new 
supplies came along. Queues of people lined the pavements to get the things they wanted, 
shortage was the keyword at this time, it wasn’t just a question of finding the money, but finding 
the product that was the problem. 

And so ration books were issued to everyone for food, clothing and petrol, and these products 
could only be bought by handing over the necessary coupons. Rations were tight, and if my 
memory is correct, the allowance per head per week was 2ozs butter, 2ozs margarine, 2ozs lard, 
4ozs sugar, and a restricted amount of preserves and meat. This means that a family of four 
would have ½lb. butter, ½lb. margarine, ½ b. lard and 1lb. of sugar to last a week, and this had 
to cover cooking needs as well. But according to statistics, this period of forced lower intakes of 
fat and sugar brought the incidence of heart disease to an all-time low, this only to rise again 
when restrictions were lifted. The farmer was however allowed to kill a maximum of 2 pigs a year, 
but had to obtain a licence to do so, but it was well known that meat was being sold on the black 
market, there are always people around that will pay ‘over the odds’ to get the things they want. 

Although to the best of my knowledge the sugar ration is correct, an extra allowance of 
preserving sugar was made during the summer months for jam making. But overall the farmer 
didn’t hurt too badly, there was no reason why he couldn’t raise a batch of table poultry, and of 
course the farmer is a producer of food anyway. 

Tile clothing coupon book could be used at our own discretion, a pair of trousers or a coat took a 
lot of coupons, while a pair of socks took only a few, and when the book had been used, no more 
could be bought until a new book came along. In general, enough for basic needs but no room 
for luxury. 

With regard to petrol, every private motorist had a basic allowance for private use, and this in 
itself allowed very little travel in terms of miles per week, but for business people, including 
farmers, there was a supplementary allowance for business purposes. This had to be applied for, 
stating business needs, details of journeys and mileage involved, and with a signed declaration at 
the bottom of the form, and although the applicant usually ended up with less than he had 
applied for, supplies were usually adequate. 

And so against this background of shortage and restriction, we come to the farmers’ part in the 
War effort. 
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A War Committee was quickly set up giving farmers directions to produce more food, cereal 
growing in particular. A representative called on every farm and gave directions on what fields 
had to be ploughed that year, and each year afterwards the arable acreage increased until in the 
latter part of the War period about a third of our farm was arable, close on 50 acres out of our 
148. The War Committee also set up a machinery depot at Broadway, where machinery could be 
hired, disc harrows, cultivators and things of that kind, and as farmers gradually owned their own 
tractors, they were able to make use of machinery they didn’t possess themselves. 
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Much of the progress in the last fifty years has happened because of pressures of different kinds, 
and these began at the beginning of War. At this time we were still living in the days of the horse 
and horse implements, and with a much reduced labour force than that of twenty years before. It 
soon became clear that the horse would not be able to cope with the demands being made of it, 
there was a need for equipment that would get over the work more quickly and farmers all over 
the country began to place orders for tractors and ploughs. At this time tractors could not be 
bought immediately, there was a waiting list and the procedure was to contact a machinery firm 
and place an order. The firm then contacted the Ministry of Agriculture and asked for an 
allocation to be made by completing an application form. The farmer was then put on a waiting 
list and when his turn came he could have his tractor, in our case we waited a little over three 
months. 

For a year or two a neighbour of ours who already had a Fordson tractor and a Massey Harris 
plough, came and ploughed some of the land for us, but in 1943 we took delivery of our first 
tractor, our Fordson Standard had arrived. One ardent horse lover swore he would never have a 
tractor on his farm, but he changed his mind and within a year had one of his own. 

The Fordson Standard was just a basic tractor with no PTO or hydraulics, but a belt pulley could 
be fitted at extra cost if required. There were no electrics other than a magneto, a set of plugs etc., 
and had to be started by cranking the starting handle. I understood at the time that the engine 
was in the region of 23hp, and ran on petrol / paraffin being started on petrol and changed over 
to the cheaper TVO when the engine had warmed up. The fuel tank had two compartments, one 
for the TVO and a small one for petrol, the tractor was started with the petrol tap open, and 
when the engine had warmed up the petrol tap was closed and the TVO tap opened. If the fuel 
was changed over too quickly the engine would cough and splutter until the engine had heated to 
its proper working temperature, but was quite effective afterwards. On the front of the radiator 
was an adjustable blind which was raised to assist warm up, and then lowered afterwards, the 
ideal working temperature was with the water just under boiling, but these tractors would boil 
anyway if worked hard. 

The transmission was by worm drive with a dual purpose clutch and brake system, and one of the 
benefits of this tractor was that the driver had a Choice of either driving it sitting down or 
standing up, and I personally found it quite pleasant to drive standing. The top speed was in the 
region of 7mph, but of course this was ample with steel wheels, as the ride on hard ground was 
very rough. Although cleats were available, the spade lug was in general use in this part of the 
world, they were fine for use in the arable field, but when driven over a grass field hey left holes 
in the ground everywhere they went. The tractor was a good help in the arable field, but there 
was a need for rubber tyres so that it could be used on grass without marking the fields. 

In 1940, there was just an odd tractor or two here and there, and the early tractor was just for 
towing things around with the horse still very much in charge. It was in the War years that the 
tractor came to most farms, Ford was to be the dominant machine here on the hills for quite a 
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while, although other makes were making their debut in other areas, David Brown, International 
and Massey Harris etc. Alfred Shire the threshing contractor at Thurlbear replaced a traction 
engine with a Marshall Diesel, this probably being the first tractor around here to pull a 
threshing machine, and it had rubber tyres. 

But for the Fordson Standard with its steel wheels, road bands had to be used for travelling on 
the road. The road band was really a large steel ring with brackets attached, which was bolted on 
the tractor wheel after jacking the wheel off the ground. This kept the spade lugs from getting in 
contact with the road and had a width of 6 to 8 inches. Although the road bands were 
satisfactory, on a long trip stops had to be made on the way to tighten the securing bolts, as they 
had a habit of working loose. Road bands were smooth and of no use in the field, and only of use 
on the road. 

Another small tractor that came around in small numbers was the International Farmall, but this 
tractor was too light to be of much value apart from light work and it didn’t really catch on. 

For most of the War years the steel wheel was used on grassland as well as arable, and in the drier 
summer months did little damage. But as time went along rubber tyres became available and 
some, but not all farmers fitted them to their tractors, but they were rather expensive as it was 
not just the tyre that was involved, but a complete new wheel that had to be purchased. Very 
often tractors were seen with rubber tyres on the back, and the origional steel wheels on the 
front. Others fitted used wheels of different kinds, large aircraft tyres etc., but these were usually 
too small for the tractor and left it running rather low at the back, the grip of these wheels was in 
general rather poor and were used mainly during the drier summer months, and changing back 
to the steel wheels for the winter. 

But as the years went by new tractors came out fitted with rubber tyres, and in the early fifties 
most tractors had them and the day of the steel wheel was soon to end. 

In the latter part of the forties we saw a new arrival, a small tractor that was to completely change 
the farming scene over the following years, and lead on to the tractors we know today. This was 
the ‘grey fergy’, or TE20 to give it its proper name, the little tractor that seemed to have 
everything, rubber tyres, power take off, hydraulics with 3 point linkage, electric starting and 
ignition complete with batteries, a lighting system could be added, all in all a very up to date 
machine. It was designed by Harry Ferguson, one of our great pioneers in the field of tractor 
design, and it wasn’t just a tractor, there was a range of implements to use with it as well, the 
whole to become known as the Ferguson System. 

At the start, the TE20 came into the farming scene with a petrol engine, but a year or two later 
models with a petrol / TVO engine became the order of the day, probably because of the high 
fuel cost. These little tractors continued to be produced until the mid-fifties, the last models 
being powered by diesel engines. 
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They became very popular, it was a small machine with a h.p. rating in the mid-twenties with a 
weight of a little over a ton, and the principles of this tractor design, and in fact the Ferguson 
System as a whole, was quickly copied by all the other manufacturers, and by the early fifties all 
makes of tractor had hydraulics and three point linkage, rubber tyres and power take off but to 
my knowledge the.TE20 was the first tractor to arrive in this part of the world with all these 
features, and led the way to the tractor of today. 

The TE20 was at least for much of the time manufactured by the Standard Motor Company, 
until in the mid-fifties Harry Ferguson Ltd and Massey Harris became one and the name of 
Massey Ferguson came into being. The new company then produced the first of the MF35 
tractors to replace the TE20, but these were not entirely successful, it wasn’t the tractor at fault 
but the engine, it was a bad starter. Although these tractors never started easily, on a cold 
morning even the use of Easy Start failed to get them going. This model wasn’t around for long, 
and didn’t do the image of MF any good, but in the late 50s a new 35 came on the market with a 
3 cylinder engine, and this was successful, starting well and without the problems of the previous 
4 cylinder model. 

The early sixties saw the 35X, and Multipower became available, but in the mid-sixties two new 
tractors came on the market to replace them, the 47h.p. 135 and the larger and more powerful 
165. But it was the 135 that was to become the most popular, and a great many of these were 
sold. From the early 70s onwards, a new range of tractors came on sale with a choice of h.p. and 
size to suit all needs, and although improvements have been made over the years, the choice from 
a range has remained. 

With regard to Ford, the Fordson Standard was replaced in the early 50s by the Fordson Major, 
this still powered by petrol / tvo, but larger and more powerful and with rubber tyres. This was to 
be replaced again in the mid-50s by the Fordson Major Diesel which proved an excellent 
machine, starting well and working tirelessly all day long, the diesel engine proving itself to be a 
big improvement on the previous TVO models. The diesel engine really took off in the mid 50s, 
and very few TVO models were produced afterwards, with all other manufacturers following 
suit. This was followed in the late 50s with the Power Major, and then in the early 60s the Super 
Major made its appearance, now to have a mate, the Fordson Dexta which was a smaller machine 
to compete with the MF35, but in practice the 35 was to become the best seller. 

The Super Dexta then came out for a while, before in the mid 60s Ford came out with a 
complete new range of tractors to suit all needs, the 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 and the 7000, and 
from that point on Ford has always given a choice of model. David Brown has also made a 
contribution over the years, we have had quite a few of these around, and in more recent times 
International has become popular, both these makes now part of Case International. Nuffield 
and Leyland have also been in use in the area, and over the last few years we have seen the arrival 
of foreign machines from Spain, Germany and the Communist bloc, Same, Deutz, Zetor and 
Universal etc., but Massey and Ford are still here as they have been for many years. 
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Tractors have been continually becoming for ever larger and more powerful, and there is now 
little or no demand for the under 60h.p. machine. Today they have fitted safety cabs and sprung 
seating, heaters, windscreen wipers, power assisted steering and radio, everything for driver 
comfort, and a machine far removed from the now primitive Fordson Standard. But in their time 
they all did their job, and played their part in the farming of this area. 
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A tractor on its own is of little value, it needs implements to go with it, and we now go back to 
1940 and look at the development of machinery, and life through the last 50 years in general. 

The War years were physically hard with only my parents and myself to run 148 acres, although 
we did employ some casual labour to help with root hoeing. It was about this time we had our 
first motor car, a Ford 8, and this proved to be a good help in getting around and fetching 
supplies, and quite early on it was used to take calves to market. The calf was put in a thick sack 
with only its head showing, and the sack tied so that it couldn’t get out, the object being to 
restrict the movements of the calf and to keep the car clean. Having put the calf in the sack it 
rode in comfort on the back seat all the way to the market, and then taken out before putting it 
into the pen. Later on as cars became larger and trailers were towed behind them, the sack 
method was no longer used. 

Two other additions to the farm, this time for the hayfield, was the hayloader and the sweep. The 
hayloader which we bought new from Denings of Chard was a good help, loading the row of hay 
over the back lade and doing away with hand pitching, but the problem was that the horse 
moved along too quickly and the hay came on the load faster than the man loading could cope 
with, and the pull was often jerky and made his life rather difficult with the risk of being thrown 
off, but this problem was solved when the tractor took over, and the pull became slow and 
smooth. The hayloader continued to be used until the baler came on the scene, but although it 
loaded the loose hay in the field, there was still as yet no improvement at the rick end, this still 
had to be done by hand. 

The sweep, horse operated, was of limited value as it was only of use when ricking hay in the 
same field, it swept the hay to the rick instead of loading it on to the wagon, these were in use on 
some farms, but in general the wagon was used to haul the hay. 

For a year or two, a neighbour of ours came to plough some of our arable land, the demand of 
ploughing the extra land was becoming too great. This help was fine, but what the farmers really 
needed was equipment of their own, and this is where the tractor came in. 

During 1942/3 the tractors began to arrive, our own came in 1943, this being a Fordson 
Standard at a cost of £197, and one of the many problems at this time was to get a plough to go 
with it. The manufacturers were suddenly swamped with orders for this new equipment and a 
long wait lay in store for everybody, there was no second hand to be obtained, as there had been 
so few tractors there were no ploughs to be found. 

Our blacksmith made up a plough, using parts of an old steam plough and the result looked 
promising. My father bought it rather than wait for a new one, but in practice although it 
penetrated the soil well enough, it was light at the back and had to be weighted with a bag of 
stones. We used this plough through the War years, and at this point purchased a Bentall 2 
furrow plough to take its place. The manufactured ploughs at this time were mainly Massey 
Harris and Ransome 2 furrows, trailed of course as there were no hydraulics on the tractors. 
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When the tractors arrived, farmers became very keen to put them into action, the spade lugs were 
a disadvantage on grass, but it was found that the small holes they left behind soon healed and 
the work of conversion from horse to tractor began. The local blacksmiths were kept busy 
making short drawbars for wagons and rollers etc. The spring tine cultivators, drags and chain 
harrows were no problem as they had drafts, and’ it was just a matter of using a short chain to 
attach them to the tractor. The long poles on the mower and the binder were shortened and 
fitted with tractor attachments, and in a matter of months most of the work of the horse was 
gone, as most of the main equipment had been converted to tractor use. 

The horse was however used for some work for a time, such as hauling dung and roots etc., and 
for pulling the horse hoe. To my knowledge the putt was not converted to tractor use, this being 
replaced later on with the tractor trailer. Although the hay machines had been converted, the 
mower, the swath turner and the side rake etc., care had to be taken not to drive too fast, as they 
had been built for use with the horse and at horse speed. One farmer learnt this at his cost when 
he was cutting a field of grass at too high a speed, he was rejoicing at his rate of progress, only to 
smash his gearbox the next time around. 

Through the years that followed, a great deal of activity was going on in the field of machinery 
development, the early baler, taking Massey Harris as an example, was a stationary machine 
where hay and straw had to be taken to it, it had no automatically tying knotters, and twine had 
to be pushed through the material in the bale chamber with needles and the knots tied by hand. 
The pick up baler was developed from this, a baler that collected the hay and tied the bales 
automatically on the move. Dung spreaders were developed with floor chains to move the load 
back, while shredders at the back beat the dung into small particles and spread it evenly on the 
land. Tractor trailers were being built, all kinds of things were being developed and produced, 
but of course taking a little while before coming into general use. 

Before leaving this period, let us look back to Taunton market as it was at the time. In the 
Produce Hall, produce was sold by auction to the highest bidder and not at set prices as it is now. 
In one area of the building were all the reps of local firms where farmers could pay their bills, 
place orders for feed and fertilizers, and offer their grain for sale. They all had stands with the 
name of the firm on the front, and when a farmer had grain for sale, it was usual to take on a 
sample with him, the rep would then offer a price for it, the better the grain the better the price, 
and if a deal was struck the rep arranged collection from the farm. 

At this time, when a farmer took stock to market he had a choice of auctioneer, each auctioneer 
working independently of the others, there was for instance a Greenslades auction, a Hunts 
auction and about a couple of others, and they all had to take their turn in selling. Morris, Son 
and Peard were in the market for many years, but whether they were in the War years I am not 
certain. 

Later in the 40s came the Ferguson system which was not just a tractor but a range of 
implements as well. The idea behind this system was ‘weight transfer’, where the implement 
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being carried on three point linkage or hitched behind the tractor added weight to the back 
wheels and increased traction. The hydraulically tipping trailer for instance had its wheels at the 
very back, thus putting most of the weight of the trailer and its load on the back wheels. The 
plough and cultivator did likewise, the draught in the soil adding extra weight, and this system 
allowed quite a small tractor to do its work surprisingly well. The trailer was expensive, and 
although these came around in reasonable numbers, most farmers went for cheaper alternatives 
and throughout the 50’s the screw tipping trailer became the most common in use. 

The late 40s brought two other things, the National Health Service and Artificial Insemination. 
The NHS was introduced by the Labour Government of the day to give complete health care 
from the ‘cradle to the grave’ and for a long time it worked well. But over the years with ever 
increasing costs, there are now charges for many things, and sadly the NHS of today is far 
removed from its original concept. 

The A.I. service was very quickly taken up, there was now no need to keep a bull, or take cows 
along the country lanes to a neighbour’s bull. This service has been excellent with great 
improvements being made to cattle in conformation, milk yield and butter fat, udder shape, feet 
and temperament, and all this has come about by continual genetic improvement and progeny 
testing, which has made the cattle of today better in all ways, and they are still improving. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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By the early 50s the tractor was well established with the horse reducing in numbers all the time, 
after a while to fade out of view altogether. 

Many of the converted horse implements remained in use for quite a time afterwards, although 
by now new implements were available from the dealers. But a great many of the old machines 
did remain in use throughout the 50s and some into the 60s. The years since 1950 have seen 
many changes, in the breeds of cattle and other animals, in the crops we have grown, in how we 
have changed the work on the farm and how we have fed our stock. This hasn’t happened all at 
once of course, but all the time we have been making progress toward the farming we know 
today. 

Take haymaking for instance, through the years previously we had hauled the hay loose, pitching 
by hand in the field, unloading by hand at the rick, cutting it out with a hayknife in the winter, 
and then carrying it around in blocks on our head. This practice had been in use for years with 
just a few farmers having a Lainchbury elevator to help with unloading. This was a large machine 
that was folded for storage, but unpacked and set up when in use, it was powered by a small 
petrol engine, and was basically a large wooden trough complete with moving wooden conveyors 
and steel tines , that carried the hay from the load that had been drawn alongside on to the rick. 
This machine was only in use on some farms, with most people still unloading with the use of 
forks. But whatever method was used, there were big changes to come when the pickup baler 
arrived in the late 40s and early 50s. 

To begin with there were only just a few balers around, and these were soon to become busy as 
more and more farmers wanted to bale their hay, contractors and farmers helping out as well as 
they could. But when we rely on others to do our work, the problem is to get them when we 
want them, there can be nothing more infuriating than to have hay in a dry condition on a fine 
day at lunchtime, and then the baler not turning up until late in the day when the dew is in it, or 
perhaps not coming at all. 

One by one farmers bought their own machines, and the typical method of haymaking in the 50s 
was to cut the grass and dry it on top, turn it with a swath turner, and then side rake two rows 
into one before baling, the tedder at this time was not in general use. Providing that the chap 
rowing the hay had done his job well and left the rows tidy, the baler would collect the hay and 
leave little behind and there was no need to clean rake the field. This meant that the old horse 
rake was to quickly go out of use. The farmer was now able to handle his hay in bales and there 
came the need for other things, the old wagon was not the most convenient thing on earth to 
haul bales on, its shape was not right and its capacity too small, and through the following years 
tractor trailers dame into use with large flat floors and high lades. Bales were still pitched and 
loaded by hand, but the old hay fork was not strong enough and was replaced with the bale fork 
soon afterwards. 

This system was used more or less throughout the 50s with little in the way of bale sledges 
around at this time, the Lainchbury elevator was used on some farms but was not entirely 
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satisfactory when used for bales, and this was replaced later on with bale elevators, Lister 
Blackstone, Teagle etc. The early baler was reasonably efficient, it picked up the hay well, and 
formed the bale well, but on many balers the knotters were not very reliable and left loose bales 
around, leaving the user with the inconvenience of having to go back and retie them again. 

The International B45 was one of these as I learnt to my cost, but knotters were improved 
through the years and the New Holland 68 proved excellent when it came out several years later. 
Other makes seen around in the 50s were Massey Harris (later to become Milassey Ferguson), 
Jones and Salopian. These machines over the years have improved a lot, with greatly increased 
capacity and output, but now with so little hay being made new machines are in little demand. 

There can be no ‘rule of thumb’ when it comes to the introduction of machinery on the farm, 
each farmer has his own preferences, his labour force has to be considered, and also his pocket. 
As a result there was no mass change at any time by all the farmers, it was a gradual process with 
perhaps one machine being purchased on a farm in the area, and then others following suit 
shortly afterwards, and so my story has to be general and not just confined to our own farm . The 
early 60s saw the P.T.O. mounted mower coming along with the horse implements still turning 
and side raking the hay. The hay was being baled of course, with few sledges being seen around, 
and the bales were dotted all over field just as they had left the baler. These had to be collected 
and loaded by hand, but at least in our case we had a Lainchbury elevator in position at the rick. 

But the situation changed in the second half of the 60s’s when the bale elevator came on the 
scene, it now became possible to hitch this behind the trailer, take it to the field and put the bales 
on to it, ending the practice of hand pitching. The elevator was then taken back to the rick with 
the load and used while unloading. But at the end of this period and throughout the 70s big 
changes were made to make haymaking even easier. It was now that we used the rotary disc 
mowers and the drum mowers of the type we know today, machines that cut at high speed with 
no blocking, running close to the ground and cutting laid grass as easily as that standing. 

It saw the introduction of PTO tedders and the method of spreading grass as soon as it was cut, 
and tedding it every day until it was dry, considerably reducing the drying time and producing 
much better hay. It saw better balers with higher rates of work, the acrobat that rowed the hay, 
this to be followed later by the ever popular haybob, but above all the loader mounted Perry 
loader and various makes of sledge. 

It now became possible to collect the bales as they left the baler and leave them in rows across the 
field, hand packing them in blocks of 6 or 8, these to be loaded on with the tractor while another 
man made the load, and leaving the bale elevator set up at the rick to assist unloading. This 
method of haymaking was good and made the work easy, at one point my wife and myself were 
able to haul 700 bales in one day with no other help. But from about 1980 onwards the amount 
of hay being made became less, reducing all the time until now little is made at all. 
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Perhaps at this point I should say a word or two about the rotary tedders, although there was the 
single row Bamford Wuffler,that did its job very well, the two row models were to become the 
most popular as they had double the output. 

These were mainly the Nicholson Robin Hood and the Blanch Cock Pheasant, but it was the 
latter that we used here. We found this to be an excellent machine, gentle on the crop and 
making first class hay, but this machine went out of favour because of its width, it had to be 
packed and pulled longwise when moving from field to field, and although it had windrowing 
tines it didn’t make a tidy job of putting two rows into one. This after a time was replaced by the 
haybob which not only spread the hay, but also made a good job of rowing up, a small compact 
mounted machine that has remained in use ever since. Of all the mowers in use at this time, the 
Fahr KM22 must have been the most popular and widely used. 
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My first encounter with silage was in the War years, when a neighbour of ours built a small 
circular rick of grass, covered the top with galvanized sheeting, and added a pile of stones to give 
consolidation. At this time there was nothing to help apart from the tractor and trailer, and the 
grass had to be loaded by hand with forks, full length grass that was very heavy to handle, with 
the result that only small quantities were made. When the silage was cut out in the winter with a 
hayknife, it had a rather brown appearance with a fair proportion of waste on the outside of the 
rick. Until silage machinery became available several years later, little progress was made, but the 
few early silage makers continued, they were obviously not too displeased with their results. 

It was in the latter part of the 50s and early 60s that more interest was shown, as by now a few 
green crop loaders were seen around as also was the buckrake designed by Rex Patterson, by 
using one or other of these implements grass could now be collected much more easily, but with 
little aid at the clamp, the grass still being full length and having to be spread by hand. For our 
first attempt at silage making in the early 60s we used a Patterson buckrake, after cutting the crop 
with a mower the buckrake swept two swaths along until enough had been gathered, the tractor 
then lifted its load and took it to the clamp. But the work here was hard, because as the buckrake 
gathered its load there was a certain amount of rolling, and the resulting heap of grass on the 
clamp was difficult to untangle. If spreading was not carried out properly, patches of mould and 
waste appeared when cutting out the following winter, and also consolidation was difficult 
especially against the clamp walls. 

A little while after that the first of the forage harvesters came on the scene, cutting the crop with 
flails and loading it into a high sided trailer, these early machines having quite a narrow cut, side 
mounted and driven by PTO. The grass at the clamp still had to be spread by hand, but as the 
crop had been cut shorter the work of spreading became a little easier. 

The next step beyond this was the double chop harvester, this was a larger machine with a wider 
cut, and the grass after being cut with flails, was cut a second time as it went through the 
machine, producing material that was even more easily spread than before. These came into use 
in the late 60s and early 70s, but were replaced in the mid-70s by the precision chop harvester 
which gives a very fine chop and very easy spreading at the clamp. 

With the coming of this new type of harvester the system of silage making changed to the 
conditions we know today. With the advice of ADAS and others, the practice of wilting the grass 
for a day or two was adopted, instead of the old method of direct cutting with flails, it now 
became possible to wilt and reduce the moisture content of the grass resulting in better 
fermentation. The first step was to cut the grass with a mower, by this time a 6 foot rotary drum 
type, and leave the crop to wilt, and to follow this a haybob or something similar put two swaths 
into one ready for the harvester to collect. The grass was then chopped and loaded into a trailer, 
which was then taken to the clamp area and tipped, and from this point on the grass was picked 
up with a push off buckrake, that not only took the grass on to the clamp, but spread it leaving 
very little hand work to be done. 
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The haybob rowed the grass well enough, but farmers were always uneasy when using this 
machine, there was always the risk of a tine breaking off and finding its way through the 
harvester, and if it did a very costly repair bill lay in store. In recent years we have used wider cut 
mowers or mower conditioners, and these have done away with the need to row the grass and 
this danger is no longer there. The pick up hitch over the years has been fitted to all tractors and 
harvesters, allowing trailers to be hitched and unhitched without leaving the tractor seat. 

Although the large contractors in surrounding districts now use machinery that is capable of 
clearing large areas in a day, the more usual method used here on the hills is the 3 man system. 
While one man looks after the clamp area, another is in the field loading trailers, with the third 
running a shuttle service bringing back loads and returning empties. Hitching and unhitching is 
all done from the tractor seat with little hand labour, providing a continuous field to clamp 
operation, which apart from breakdowns goes well, silage has been made possible with 
machinery, and being not too dependent on good weather it looks as if silage is here to stay. 

Throughout the story of silage, ADS has always been there to give help and advice on all aspects 
of silage making, how to make it, what additive to use, and in general to help with any problems 
that have arisen on the farm. Over the years additives have been produced to improve 
fermentation, and today we have a multitude to choose from, but in this area the most 
commonly used is the acid type, that is applied through an applicator as the grass goes through 
the machine. This additive gives good results with good fermentation in the clamp, but not all 
farmers use additives and seem to get by without any addition to their grass. 

Although this silage is excellent, there has always been the need to fill a gap in the autumn, a time 
when autumn calvers need silage to supplement the falling value of autumn grass, but not as yet 
time to open the clamp. In recent years, using the round baler it has become possible to bale 
wilted grass, put it in a polythene bag and tie the top well to exclude air. This system works, but 
there is always the risk of damage from cats, birds and even rats, if the bag is punctured in any 
way, the silage will spoil as a result. The most recent development is bale wrapping which we 
tried for the first time in 1989, these bales are wrapped with a special machine, using a wide strip 
of polythene which completely seals out all air, and this method has produced first rate silage 
with absolutely no waste at all. But whatever method is used, these bales are very useful, usually 
fed in the autumn, but of course they will keep much longer if not used at this time. 

Although silage came into the farming picture, many other things have gone out over the years, 
cattle cabbage, kale, roots and cereal crops. 

The growing of root crops was always laborious, it wasn’t just a matter of drilling them and 
leaving it to nature. To get a good crop they had to be kept clean, and there were weeks of the 
year when hoeing had to be carried out. The harvesting period was also time consuming, they 
had to be pulled by hand, loaded by hand, stored and then fed by hand in the winter. 
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As the flail harvester came along and more silage was being made, in the mid 60s we gave up 
growing mangels and swedes and entered into a new system where we strip fed kale before 
Christmas; and then used silage for the rest of the winter, using hay also as part of the 
maintenance ration. We carried on with this method for a number of years, but as time went on 
more and more silage was being made, and we dropped the growing of kale from about the early 
70s. After the disappearance of the horse in the 1940s, for quite a time we used the old horse hoe 
behind the tractor with a special bracket fitted to offset the hoe, but in the late 50s we replaced 
this with a 4 row mounted tractor model which speeded up the inter row cleaning no end. 

Cereal growing was also to go, as herds of cows increased in size, much of the arable land was 
reseeded to grass, and cereal growing gradually decreased until now any fields remaining are very 
few and far between. Up until the late 50s cereals were grown by the old system of binder, 
stooking and threshing, but during the 50s the old traction engines had been replaced with 
tractors, with some of these being the Oliver 80, a make we no longer hear of. The first combine 
I saw working- was in the mid-50s, when a Claas PTO driven machine was being used behind a 
tractor, but by the early 60s, the larger self propelled Massey Ferguson machine was very much in 
command. 

There are today so many different sprays on the market to control weeds, insects and disease, but 
my first recollection of spray being used was in the War years, when sulphuric acid diluted with 
water was used to control weeds in cereal crops, it turned the crop yellow for a time, but when it 
had recovered there seemed little ill effect. 

The combines of the 60s were bagger machines, but in the cereal growing areas today everything 
has changed, with large tanker combines, grain trailers, augers and silos, again mainly tractor seat 
working. But as for us, cereal growing is a thing of the past, and we work on a purchased 
concentrate system with silage as the basic feed for cattle. 
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We come now to the subject of cattle, the breeds we have kept, how we have fed them, how we 
have handled them, and all the equipment that has come into being over the years, and how we 
have received benefit from it. 

Through the years the Devon and Shorthorn had been the dominant cattle to be kept in this 
area, they were hardy and able to stand up to the hill climate, they were capable of producing a 
calf suitable for beef, and this is what the farmer wanted, a dual purpose animal. There were very 
few Friesians to be seen around, but those that were, were referred to as ‘water buckets’ because 
although they gave a lot of milk the quality was poor. 

Around the mid 50s the Ayrshire made its appearance, these cattle were brought down from 
Scotland in fair numbers and for several years it appeared as if they would take over from the old 
breeds, and it was with a mixture of Ayrshire, Devon and Shorthorn that we started farming on 
our own account in 1957. 

To all intents and purposes the Ayrshire was a good animal, eating less than a Friesian, giving 
almost as much milk and with far better quality. There was a problem however, it was a dairy 
breed and not suitable for beef, the calves were lean and fetched low prices in the market, as also 
did barren cows. What the farmer has always wanted is a dual purpose breed, a breed that 
produces a good milk yield and also a good beef calf. Mixed herds remained for quite a while, 
but gradually the Friesian made its entrance, in small numbers at first and then increasing all the 
time until by the 70s almost all cows were black and white. During the 60s it soon became the 
practice to use a Friesian bull from A.I. on the Devon, shorthorn and Ayrshire cows which we 
had at the time, with the result that calves were born black and white, and with the constant use 
of the Friesian bull we now see no sign that our cattle came from mixed parentage, but most of 
our cows have ancestry back to the old breeds. 

For beef inseminations the Hereford bull was used quite a lot, as also was the Aberdeen Angus on 
heifers, but the Hereford X Friesian became very popular in the markets. But all this was to 
change in the 80s, as the Continental breeds came on the scene, the Charollais, the Simmental 
and the Limousin etc. The Charollais however often gave difficult calvings and over a period of 
time the Simmental has become the most widely used, strong sturdy cattle that sell well in the 
market, a breed that has pushed the Hereford into second place. 

The milk quality of the Friesian has improved enormously over the years, and a butterfat of 4% is 
not too difficult to achieve, all due to better feeding and the work of the A.I.service. 

But whatever cattle we may have kept, they have all had to be fed by some means or another, and 
if we look back at the feeding in the 50s, we find a situation where hay and roots with the 
autumn feeding of kale was the done thing during the winter months. Concentrate feeding was 
more or less on a flat rate, with farmers feeding according to their own judgement, and grazing 
mainly on an extensive system, with just a few using an electric fence to control the use of grass. 
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The 60s saw changes as the electric fencer came into more general use, and although most of the 
grass was still being made into hay, silage was beginning to become part of the diet to replace the 
feeding of roots. It became the practice to feed 4 lbs. to the gallon for production, with 
maintenance needs being met by the use of hay, silage and kale. On some farms a certain amount 
of home mixing was carried out, grinding and mixing the corn and using a high protein 
concentrate to balance the ration, reducing the amount of purchased concentrate. As the herds 
increased in size and cereal crops declined, most farmers used purchased concentrates from the 
local merchants, and very few today mix their own feed. 

Through the years since the 60s we have seen the disappearance of root growing, kale and 
practically all the hay, leaving our present system where silage is the basic diet, and purchased 
concentrates provide the production ration. With regard to the use of concentrates, there has 
been many thoughts over the years as to how cattle should be fed, but most farmers today take 
the advice of the feed companies who work out their winter rations with the aid of a computer. 

The use of fertilizer in the 50s was only in modest amounts, with a yearly tonnage of 4 to 5 tons 
on a 80 acre farm, but as the size of herds increased, and with the advice of ADAS and the 
fertilizer companies, we have moved on to the high levels of today, producing many times the 
amount of grass we saw 40 years ago. We have moved on from the old extensive methods of 
grazing, and have used the electric fencer to control the amount of grass used, the first fencer I 
saw was in the late 40s, but over the years it has become very much a part of animal husbandry. 
Although there has been different thoughts of how the use of grass should be controlled, such as 
paddock grazing and set stocking here on the hills we have continued to strip feed our cattle as 
before. It is now the policy to use as little land as possible during the spring and early summer for 
grazing, and leaving as much as possible for conservation. 

Until my wife and myself started farming in 1957, I had worked at home where we milked the 
cows in the old traditional way. But all this was to change when we took over the Alfa Laval 
bucket plant that was already in use on the farm, and for the first time I milked with a machine. 
The vacuum pump was driven with a petrol engine, as also was the water pump which supplied 
the farm with water. This equipment plus a third unit which we added later, was adequate for the 
number of cows we had at the time, and we continued to use the bucket system right through 
the 60s. 

Antibiotics at this time could only be obtained from a vet after taking a sample from the affected 
animal to Taunton, where he examined it under a microscope and then issued just enough tubes 
to treat the animal in question. This was a nuisance, as every case of mastitis meant a trip to the 
vet, but this problem disappeared later in the 60s when we were allowed to buy a whole box to 
keep in stock on the farm. 

The farming community over the years have been forced to keep up with the times, the cost of 
progress was not cheap, as machinery was brought on the farm it cost money to buy, it cost 
money to maintain, new services became available, all to bring more and more bills through the 
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letter box. From the mid-60s onwards, it became necessary to keep a few extra cows each year 
just to keep up with the new pressures, the cow was after all the animal1 that gave the best 
income and this was the thing to go for. We also lost our income from egg production for 
reasons to be explained later, and although the price of our produce did increase from time to 
time, the prices being paid did not cope with the extra pressure, and we had to have more 
output. 

The 1970s were to see many changes, 1972 for instance was the year when we changed our 
milking system to pipeline milking, where the milk made its way to the dairy through glass pipes 
instead of having to carry it in buckets. Some of the other farmers used milking bails, these to be 
the forerunners of the abreast parlour, and all this was for one reason, the coming of the bulk 
tank. The collection of milk in churns came to an end, after being collected in this way all the 
way back to the early part of the Century. From this point on, the milk was taken by a milk 
tanker and on most farms alterations had to be made to make collection as convenient as 
possible, perhaps the removal of a wall, widening a gateway or repairing the entrance track, 
laying on an emergency tank for use in snowy weather when the tanker couldn’t reach the farm. 
But our new pipeline brought the milk from the cow to the tank, and saved a lot of work. 

1976 saw the testing of cattle for Brucellosis, and any animals reacting to this test has to be 
removed from the herd. Tuberculin testing had already been carried out several years before, and 
from 1976 periodic tests have been made for both these diseases to see they do not occur again. 
In the same year we also changed to the metric system of selling milk in litres instead of gallons, 
but even more change was to come as the great increase in cow numbers began, and this was to 
continue for some time afterwards. 

This was the time when the farmer really went for the cow, erecting grant aided cubicle houses, 
silage barns, milking parlours and all the equipment necessary to handle cows easily, most of any 
remaining arable land was reseeded and the hills were set to specialise in milk production. 

As far as the cow is concerned, we could more or less put away the pick and shovel, the dung 
passages were now cleaned with a tractor scraper, the slurry could be stored for a time on a dung 
storage area, and when it did have to be moved, it could be pushed up the ramp into the dung 
spreader and all from the tractor seat. Although most farmers had been content with an area of 
concrete to store their slurry on, on some of the larger farms the more expensive slurry stores had 
been laid on, or lagoons had been dug. 

And so by the early 1960s we all had a new system with an easy clean cubicle building, a milking 
parlour, a bulk tank and the easy handling of slurry. Everything was expanding, but problems 
soon came along when we joined the EEC, there was already a surplus of dairy products in 
Europe and mountains were being built up of food that was not needed. Although the 
introduction of milk quotas on milk production was a worry to every farmer concerned, 
something had to be done, there was no point in piling up butter and other dairy products that 
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no one wanted just to keep the farmer in business. The quota system imposed by the EEC was 
not just a standstill, it involved a cutback and further cuts were made for several years after that. 
The farmer now had his hands tied and could no longer expand his herd, but in recent years it 
has become possible to lease quota from other farmers who have surplus to their requirements, 
and quota could be bought and sold, both of these methods are expensive and we have in fact 
paid dearly for something that was taken off us for nothing. The mountains have now gone, and 
the effect of quotas, worrying as they were at the time, has created stability in the market place 
with much better prices for all stock in the market, and it seems that what we have ‘lost on the 
roundabouts, we have gained on the swings’. 

But in spite of quotas the numbers of cows kept were considerably higher than in the years 
previously, and changes had to be made in other ways. The feeding of silage had to become 
easier, and some farmers fed their concentrates using an electronic feeding system, either in the 
parlour or by ‘out of parlour’ equipment. There had to be a change in dung hauling equipment, 
because the floor chain type of spreader was of no use to handle slurry, it had been designed to 
haul and spread dung that was more solid and did not run, and it is surprising how little this old 
type of spreader changed over the years since its appearance in the late 40s. There were several 
different makes to choose from and spreaders became larger as the years went by, but the same 
basic principle remained until the appearance of the Howard flail type in more recent years. And 
it is the Howard and similar machines from other manufacturers that has hauled the slurry 
through the 80s, that is with the exception of farms with a slurry store, and in this case a vacuum 
slurry spreader has to be used. 

One of the earlier methods of using silage was that of self-feeding, where the cattle helped 
themselves and fed at the face of the clamp, with an electric fence barrier to keep control over the 
amount used. But also in the 80s we have seen the block cutter, the grab, and self-loading and 
unloading machines from France, all capable of collecting silage from the clamp, and depositing 
their load into feeders or behind barriers. When they were first introduced, the block cutter 
seemed a good idea, but it proved to be an expensive machine to maintain, and always seemed to 
need new knives and bearings, these machines were however soon replaced with grabs that 
needed little or no upkeep. 

Throughout recent years there has been a continual improvement both in milk yield and quality, 
with the MMB looking for ever improving standards in milk hygiene, giving a bonus for high 
quality but imposing penalties for milk of poor standard. 

The horns on cattle in no way fitted into the new system either in the parlour or in the cubicle 
building, but most farmers had by this time already had their cows horns removed by a vet, and 
all new calves were debudded to prevent horns being grown, leaving a herd that was much 
quieter and more content, with an absence of the old bullying and damage to each other that had 
happened previously. 
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One of the things the farmer’s wife was sad to lose, was the egg money she received every week, 
the payment was in cash and it was this that provided the money for housekeeping and a little 
‘pin money’ for herself. Back in the old days hens were kept on free range and were usually seen 
in the yard near the back door, where they had a free and happy life being able to peck at grass 
and pick up grit and dust themselves in the earth, but of course these were the old breeds that 
layed large eggs but not too many of them. 

Around the late 50s and early 60s the deep litter system became the fashion, this method was to 
keep them in a building all the time on a deep bed of straw, which they gradually broke down 
with their never-ending pecking and scratching, and this bed kept them warm underfoot. They 
were also protected from the weather, and it was found that if they were given a light in the dark 
evenings to provide artificial daylight, good production could be maintained even in winter. 

New strains of hybrid hens came along and these did lay considerably more eggs, and helped 
profitability. But the hen, as far as the farmer’s wife was concerned had to go when John 
Eastwood, a millionaire in engineering decided to take over a big slice of the country’s egg 
production. He built huge buildings with battery cages, automatic feeding and cleaning, and 
filled them with hens. 

The result of all this was that a glut of eggs came on the market, prices fell and the small producer 
could no longer compete, leaving egg production uneconomic. 

This happened in the late 60s, and even now 20 years later, laying hens are no longer regarded as 
a profitable enterprise, and it looks as if the hen is gone for good as far as the small producer is 
concerned. 

Pigs over the years have only been kept on a few of our farms and not in large numbers. The old 
breeds are not used much anymore and the modern hybrid pig has taken over. The output of 
these pigs is considerably better than the old type, but perhaps the reason why the pig has never 
become a large enterprise on the farm, is because of the variable trade that has always existed over 
the years, paying well at times and not others. The trade at the moment is good, unlike a few 
years back when the large pig enterprises went bankrupt because of low returns. 

Sheep too have only been kept on some farms, in small numbers in the past, but since the 
introduction of milk quotas the size of flock has increased. The income from sheep is quite 
profitable, and enjoys a subsidy paid by the EEC, unlike the pig which has no support at all. 
Although only a small number of farms has a flock of breeding sheep, most farmers around here 
buy lambs in the autumn and fatten them on autumn grass, providing a little extra income. 

But here on the Blackdowns, we have the grass and we have the cows, and providing that the 
farmer is left alone and doesn’t suffer interference from the politician, then the cow will remain 
as it is now, the most profitable animal we can hope to keep in this area. 

The sowing of fertilizer has also changed over the years, not just in the amount used but in the 
way it was sown. We moved on from the old method of hand sowing to the use of a manure 
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spreader, where a machine that looked very much like a small corn drill left a controlled amount 
of fertilizer on the land. These were used for quite a time, until in the late 50s the system changed 
to the spinner broadcaster. Some of these machines were trailed models to begin with, and could 
be hitched behind a trailer with a supply of fertilizer on it, and while one man drove the tractor 
another filled the machine when necessary. But this was soon to be replaced with the mounted 
PTO version, where a load of fertilizer was left on the outside of the field, and the broadcaster 
was driven to it for refilling. In more recent years the Vicon machine with the moving spout on 
the back has become very popular, now with a much larger capacity than the original machines. 

Up until the late 50s, hedges had their annual trim with staff hooks using hand labour, but at 
this time there came on to the market the Teagle Jetcut, a small trimmer that was carried with a 
strap over the shoulder, and this had a small two stroke engine at one end and a cutter bar at the 
other. Although they were not very heavy to carry, a day’s work with one of these trimmers was 
very tiring, there was a certain amount of vibration and at least some fumes from the engine, but 
a good step up from the staffhook and with a higher rate of work. This was soon followed by the 
rear mounted tractor trimmers, which allowed hedges to be trimmed from the tractor seat, and 
with a considerably higher rate of work in a day. There were several different makes of this type 
of trimmer, which were successfully used for many years, until in the 1980s their work was taken 
over by the flail trimmer which leaves a much tidier finish. 

Because of the nuisance of forage harvesters and high sided trailers becoming entangled in the 
overhanging tops of hedges, most hedges were cut and laid in the 70s, and since that time the 
taps and sides have been controlled by a hedge trimmer. 

The chain saw that came around in small numbers in the late 50s has now become part of every 
farm’s equipment, as also has the welder which now can be used to repair machinery by at least 
someone on the farm, a job that only just a few years back had to be left to the blacksmith or 
agricultural engineer. 

The mid-70s also saw the compulsory fitting of safety cabs to tractors, either that or a roll bar, 
and this was to protect the driver in case of the tractor overturning. Up to this time tractors had 
no weather protection, with drivers having to ‘dress up’ when they were used in wet or cold 
conditions, and although a few tractors had weather cabs the majority had none, and in many 
cases where a tractor did overturn, the tractor ‘rolled’ and crushed the driver underneath usually 
with fatal consequences. From this time on all new tractors were fitted with safety cabs during 
manufacture, and have been further developed into the cabs we know today. 
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Mains electricity was laid on to this area in 1960, and has proved to be a good help to everyone. 
A few farms already had a petrol driven generator, but most of us were still groping our way 
around with lanterns, and using oil lamps and candles indoors. When the supply was switched 
on, for the first time in our lives we had light, power and heat just by the flick of a switch, and as 
time went along we were able to enjoy the use of electric motors, television, deep freeze, fridge, 
vacuum cleaner, food mixer and in fact all the things we find in the home of today. 1960 also 
saw water on tap in the house for the first time, and we had our new bathroom and indoor toilet. 
We no longer had any need for the old hand pump in the backhouse and this went out of use, as 
also did the outdoor toilet in the garden, which was then adapted for use as a garden tool shed. 

As we look back over the last 50 years we see a complete change of life style, where we have left 
the quiet unchanging scene of the old days, and moved into the restless, ever changing times of 
today and all the problems that have come with progress. We have also seen during this time, the 
crumbling of the great British Empire that in the 40s covered nearly a quarter of the World, and 
left us now as just a member state of the EEC. 

We have seen the loss of horse and steam power as the tractor took over, we have lost water 
power as the old mills closed down, and through the years to a great extent we have lost man 
power, as when the work became more mechanical there was no need for a large labour force. 
Today farm workers are few and far between, partly due to mechanisation and partly due to 
having lower rates of pay than most other workers enjoy. But taking the population as a whole, 
pay and living conditions are a great deal better than in years gone by. 

Tractors over the years have become for ever larger, more highly developed and more and more 
expensive, and these and all the machinery that goes with them are at one moment the latest 
thing, just a few years later to become obsolete and end their days in a scrap yard or left to rust 
out in a corner of a field. 

The cost of progress has been great, needing an ever-increasing income to keep up with it, and 
perhaps as we look back at the old horse, we should remember that it still ploughed the land, it 
still did the haymaking, the harvest and hoed the roots, and it did it all for nothing apart from its 
keep, and even that was produced on the farm. 

Amidst all this progress I am sure no one would want to go back to all the hand labour that 
existed 50 years ago, but nevertheless this period of time had its merits. There were few if any 
borrowing debts, most marriages worked, inflation was unheard of, no credit cards, and in 
general people worked with the money they had, rather than money that was not theirs to spend. 

Progress may have been made in making life easier and more convenient, but in so many other 
ways life has gone seriously wrong, a sure sign that material things do not bring happiness. 
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As we look .at life today, we see the many problems that have resulted from the thoughts and 
actions of the general population in recent times, and most if not all of these are man-made in 
either one way or another. We see the serious effect on people’s lives from inflation, 
confrontation, vandalism, and perhaps the worst thing of all, the break-up of the family unit. 
After the War had ended especially from the late 50s onwards, everyone was looking for a better 
standard of living, they were looking for pay increases and also a shorter working week. Although 
not all their wishes were granted, pay did increase at this time, and the extra cost to their 
employers was handed on to the consumer. This caused the cost of products to rise, and this in 
turn led to yet more pay demands and this pattern has continued to the present day, a never 
ending spiral causing the things we buy to cost ever more each year. At the beginning this was in 
fact referred to as the ‘wages spiral’, but as time went along the term inflation came into being. 
Money and inflation can be well likened to the use of hard drugs, it may seem a good thing to 
begin with, but as time goes along we need more and more until in the end it kills us. We have 
now lived with inflation for many years, and at the time of writing it appears to be reaching the 
killing stage. 

Although every year workers have been given a pay increase that covered the extra costs they had 
been subjected to, there is another problem, that of borrowed money. The cost of houses and all 
property has risen enormously and buyers every year have had to borrow more and more money, 
as they will continue to do as long as property inflates. To give an example, I know of a 
bungalow that was sold new in 1957 at a cost of £5000, the same bungalow has recently been 
sold again at £127,000 after 30 years of use. It can be seen quite clearly that whatever percentage 
of deposit is made, there are a lot more thousands to be borrowed now as compared with then, 
and this is the problem, higher amounts of borrowing at high rates of interest. 

Many people today are battling with high mortgages, with both husband and wife having no 
option but to work, and they have to offer up a prayer that they will both keep their 
employment, if they lose it then the house has to go, and then where do they live ? The bungalow 
that has been mentioned is now obviously a home for the rich and beyond the reach of the 
working man, and even lesser properties are anything from £60,000 upwards, with the larger 
houses in the region of £200,000 plus. Unless something can be done, inflation will kill-off the 
chances of the ordinary working man to own a home of his own, and although the rich will 
survive the increase, any further inflation in housing will severely hit the lower half of the 
community. 

There is very little to rent, and even the country cottage that could provide a home for newly-
weds or people with low incomes has gone, having all being bought up by people from away who 
have modernised and enlarged these properties and they are now in the high price bracket. 

On the farm today a new modern tractor can cost as much as a 300 acre farm, complete with 
house and buildings did in 1957. A great many of farmers in business today are over borrowed 
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and I would imagine that few could claim to have no borrowed at all, inflation is the killer of 
modern times, we have all got on the merry go round but how do we get off? 

The lending of money has become big business with Banks and Finance companies always ready 
to lend us more, we have credit cards that allow us to bring goods from a shop without paying 
anything, but debts have to be paid sooner or later, and however we borrow the cost of 
repayment is high, a problem people certainly didn’t have in the old days. 

Along with the never-ending wage demands came all the strikes, usually very prolonged with 
employers standing firm while the Workers Unions fought for the pay settlement they wanted. 
The companies usually had to give way in the end and ended up with a greatly increased labour 
cost, which they partly offset by shedding some of their labour force creating unemployment. 
And this trend continues, the higher the pay the fewer the jobs. 

At the moment claims in the region of 10% are being asked for to keep up with the high interest 
rates and the cost of living. If granted, this will make the problem even worse over this next year, 
inflation is the great financial enemy of modern times, and by some means or another it has to be 
controlled, or so many of our population will suffer as a result. 

But inflation has not been the only problem. Over the years there has been a change of attitude 
in the population of this country, from the old standards of the past to the ‘do as we like’ society 
of today. Luckily apart from a few isolated cases, farming families have changed very little, with a 
stable marriage and home life with the family unit remaining intact. 

For many people life has changed for the worst with broken families, separation, divorce, and a 
lot of young people being deprived of a satisfactory upbringing. The problem first began to show 
itself in the 60s with the ‘permissive society’ and the time when people began to live for 
materialism. We were led to believe that we had entered into a glorious new age where people 
were free to live their lives as they pleased, where free sexual relationships were acceptable, and no 
one should be deprived of anything, or suffer hardship, life should be easy with the minimum of 
responsibility. The younger generation felt it was just great to be ‘mod’, and the older ones were 
just not ‘with it’. 

Over the years since, young people have banded themselves into groups of different kinds, the 
Teddy Boys, the Mods and Rockers, the Hells Angels on motor cycles, the hippy and in more 
recent times the hooligans that create havoc on the football grounds, and the vandals that wreck 
peoples cars and other property. These groups have little or no respect for the law, and have 
frequently given trouble especially at Pop Festivals and things of that kind. 

For many people material things have become all important, the things money can buy, the 
things that can be seen and touched, and their whole attitude seems to be one of selfishness and 
self-interest with little regard for the well-being or happiness of others around them. 

And it is for this reason that so many marriages fail, selfishness with an attitude of TAKE without 
giving back. Today about one in three of all marriages go wrong, at the moment a million ‘run 
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away dads’ are being chased up by the Government, as they are giving no financial support to 
their families, just leaving the State to carry the can. And there must also be the ‘runaway’ mums 
who have left home to start a new relationship with someone else, thinking that the ‘grass was 
greener’ on the other side of the fence, only to find that it wasn’t after all. In many cases people 
‘live in sin’ without the security of marriage, and child abuse is becoming yet another problem of 
the times we live in. 

This situation occurs in all walks of life from the richest to the poorest, and it seems a pity that 
television which has more influence on people’s lives than anything, put on films that portray the 
immoral side of life rather than the good, in my opinion this modern attitude just does not work, 
and life will not be good until we return to the old standards that have been accepted for 
generations. 

When a house is built, the builder takes a lot of trouble to create a good foundation, the base on 
which it stands. With a good foundation that house will stand and endure all the pressures of 
wind and rain for many years, and will remain good. If on the other hand it has no foundation, 
then the land will subside and the walls crack and eventually disintegrate, and no amount of 
patching up will ever make that house good and lasting. The foundation is there under the 
ground, never seen or having any glory, but it is there doing its job, supporting and protecting 
the house. 

Life too has to be built on a good foundation if it is to be satisfactory, there are certain patterns 
that can be seen in nature, and it is in natural things that we find our answers. After the long cold 
wet months of winter, around the corner comes the spring with a new burst of life and a new 
beginning of yet another growing season. And this we can depend on every year without fail, 
plants of all kinds go through their process of life, growth from seed leading on to youthful 
vigour, reaching maturity and to shed its seed to continue its species, and then eventually dying 
off and be replaced by a new generation. This pattern of life is found in all living things including 
man, and yet another pattern is found in the weather. 

The sun does not always shine, there is also the wind and the rain, the fog and the snow, and life 
for us is a mixture too, joy and sorrow, sometimes pleasant sometimes not, and often uncertain as 
to which way we should go. But one thing we can depend on in nature is that there will be a 
spring, crops will grow and produce a harvest, and one of the most important things in life is 
dependability and to be able to trust. 

Give and take is another pattern of life, the farmer GIVES his time and trouble to care for his 
crops, and after a period of time TAKES back his harvest which he richly deserves for all the 
effort he has given, and it is on this basis that marriage works, being dependable, caring and 
sharing with plenty of give and take, not expecting life to be always good and to deal with 
problems as they come along. 
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When two young people go to Church to be married, they should not go just for their ‘day of 
glory’ where they TAKE the good wishes of all their friends and relatives and all the lovely 
presents that are showered upon them, or TAKE that honeymoon in some foreign resort. It is 
after this that they BOTH have to be prepared to GIVE to each other, caring and sharing, 
working for each other’s happiness, being dependable and providing a good and secure home for 
their Children with a Mum and a Dad. By bringing up their children in the right way to become 
good citizens, believing in right and rejecting wrong. Life is not always good for anyone, 
problems do arise and have to be dealt with, and the secret of success is not to fight each other in 
confrontation, but to sit down quietly and deal with the problem, and find a compromise that is 
acceptable to both, a battle is never won by running away, it has to be faced and resolved. 

The wedding of the old days was a quiet affair, unlike the wedding of today where no expense is 
spared in providing as good a wedding as possible with all the trimmings. But we cannot live just 
for glitter and materialism, one of the most important things a couple must realise is the 
promises they have made to each other in Church, and that a good marriage can only come by 
sticking to the marriage vows, caring and sharing, working for each other’s happiness, being 
faithful and trustworthy and keeping love alive. 

The wedding day with all its glory may be attractive and have its glitter, but it is in married life 
that an effort has to be made in giving to each other, if everyone went into marriage in the right 
spirit, there would be no divorce, as no one would want one. It is just a matter of thinking along 
right lines, it is not what we TAKE from life that matters most, but what we GIVE back, and so 
very often we take back just by giving happiness in the first place. 

Marriage is not just a game of chance where it ‘might’ work, but a case where it will work if given 
the chance to do so, the most vital thing of all is to GIVE and not just to take, it is only on a 
good foundation that a content and happy life is to be found. Having said all this it is only fair to 
say that there are still a lot of good marriages to be found, these people are obviously putting the 
right things into life and getting the right things out. 

It is difficult to imagine how life will be through the years to come, but without a doubt things 
will continue to change in one way or another, new people, new technology, new lifestyles, and 
one of the dangers in the future is the loss of oil, as could very well happen later on. We have to 
remember that it must have taken since the beginning of time for oil to develop, and until this 
century little use was made of it, but in recent times almost everything runs on oil, the planes in 
the air, the ships on the sea, the trains and all the other types of transport we see around us. 
Although we are not likely to suffer shortage in our lifetime, there is a possibility of supplies 
running out in the future, and if this happens a new type of fuel will be needed to take its place. 
Unless a new fuel is found, and again at a price that people can afford to pay, there will be no 
option but for life to revert to a less mechanical way of life. 
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This is a problem for future generations which no doubt will be solved in one way or another, 
but as we look back over the last 50 years, not everything has been progress, what we have gained 
in easier working conditions has been offset by less peace of mind. 
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So many people today live in the Towns and large Cities, which are becoming for ever larger as 
new building development increase their size, with the inhabitants becoming for ever more 
remote from the real things of life. 

Life must be very unrewarding for the people that can only see roads and buildings, living in a 
concrete jungle with not a green field in sight, and perhaps this is one of the reasons for much of 
the wrong doing in the built up areas. 

But here in the countryside life is so different where we live in a World of natural things, the 
hedges, trees, birds and wildlife, with cattle and sheep grazing in green fields, and with life’s 
pattern of birth, life and death. The farmer has the unique opportunity to live and work in the 
world of nature, the most natural occupation on earth, and this is a thing we should value and 
keep the countryside good. The farmers of the past have left behind them so many things, the 
landscape as we know it today, the trees we see around us, our farmhouses and buildings, the 
walls and the hedges and the old drainage systems. 

And it is these things that has been given into our charge, to maintain, improve and preserve, not 
only for our benefit but for those that follow us, we are the present caretakers and it is_our duty 
to improve but not destroy, not just taking from the countryside, but giving back to make it a 
better place. 

As individuals we have no power to prevent pollution in the world as a whole but we do have 
control over the land we use and it is here that our thoughts must be. When a farmer erects a 
new building he gives back to the countryside, when he cuts a tree and fails to plant a new one in 
its place he takes without giving back, but when he removes a hedge he is not just moving earth 
and stones, he is permanently taking away a feature of the landscape, we must preserve the 
countryside the way it is, and leave it for the benefit of others that follow us. At the moment 
there is talk of designating the Blackdown Hills as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, with 
so much land being used for other purposes there must be areas that should be left unspoilt with 
their own natural beauty, and these hills are ideal for this with its hills and valleys and wooded 
areas. 

There is no need to remove hedges and create large fields with a lot of acres in one block, the 
farmer can make a living without the destruction of the landscape. We must value our rural 
areas, a man is on earth for a comparatively short while but the world goes on until the end of 
time. 

In a recent television programme, a man and his wife cared for a 4 acre garden in Australia in 
their spare time. His sentiments have been condensed into my closing paragraph. His words are 
full of meaning and express past, present and future, the attitude we should take in this world, 
and above all Give and Take. 

“I was lucky to have found a girl with the same interests and tastes as myself, we have loved our 
work in the garden, and we have done it together. As I walk around and look at all these lovely 
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trees, I never cease to be amazed by their beauty, the chap that planted them never saw them in 
their full glory, he left them behind for the likes of me to enjoy. Before I go, I am going to plant 
some new ones that will one day grow up and take their place, and be there for all to see when I 
am gone”. 
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